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Abstract
OBJECTIVE To determine the scaling law and design guidelines of small-scale hy-
draulic systems whose output power is in the range of 10 to 100 Watts.
METHODS Fundamental fluid mechanics equations were employed to model the
friction and leakage losses in the hydraulic components including cylinders, hoses, and
pumps. Basic structural design equations were deployed to predict their weight. Cus-
tomized test stands were built to validate the efficiency models, and catalog data of
off-the-shelf components was compiled to validate the weight models. The electro-
mechanical components including electric motors, gear heads and batteries were mod-
eled using their catalog data.
RESULTS The efficiency and the weight of both hydraulic and electro-mechanical
components were modeled in analytical forms. These models were validated against
either experimental data or existing catalog data.
CONCLUSION The analytical models suggested the following design guidelines:
first, high operating pressure is needed for hydraulic actuation systems to weigh lighter
than equivalent electro-mechanical systems; second, critical dimension thresholds exist
for hydraulic and electro-mechanical components, which should not be exceeded to
achieve reasonable system efficiency; third, component efficiency plays a more important
role than component weight to gain higher system power density; lastly, for applications
where the actuator system weight matters the most, high pressure small-scale hydraulic
systems are preferred over electro-mechanical systems, but for applications where the
overall system weight matters the most, electro-mechanical systems work better.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
A minimal hydraulic power system contains six parts: an energy source, a prime mover,
a pump, a valve, conduit and an actuator, as shown in Figure 1.1. The energy source,
which can be a battery or liquid fuel, provides energy to the prime mover, being an
electric motor or an internal combustion engine; the prime mover generates torque to
spin the shaft of the pump by converting chemical energy to mechanical power; the
pump produces fluid flow and pressure by converting mechanical power to hydraulic
power; the valve regulates the fluid flow and pressure; the conduit routs the regulated
hydraulic power to the actuator; and the actuator generates mechanical force and speed
by converting hydraulic power to mechanical power.
A small-scale hydraulic power system is one that generates power between 10 and
100 watts, while a large-scale system generates power greater than 100 watts. Large-
scale hydraulic systems are well-known for their high power-to-weight ratios compared
Figure 1.1: Power transmission process in a hydraulic power system
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to electro-mechanical systems. To maintain this advantage in small-scale hydraulic
systems, new design guidelines are required because properties such as area-to-volume
ratio and flow rate requirements change in small-scale hydraulic systems.
The challenge of miniaturizing hydraulic components and systems is not only to
satisfy the size and weight requirement, but to achieve reasonable efficiency within a
given space. As the components become small, the conventions of efficiency that apply
at large scale no longer hold. Force-to-weight still applies at small scales because it still
holds that Force = Pressure × Area. Efficiency, however, is different because friction
and leakage losses depend on circumference while actuation force and speed depend on
area. When the components get small, the circumference to area ratio increases, which
indicates that their efficiency drops at small-scale.
The efficiency not only determines the amount of output power that can be extracted
for a given input power, but also determines the operation time of the system. More-
over, efficient actuators will downsize the pump, which will in turn downsize the power
source. Small and efficient components will lead to a portable small-scale hydraulic sys-
tem with longer operation time. Therefore, new design guidelines that maximizes the
power density of small-scale hydraulic components and systems need to be identified.
Ultimately, practical applications will benefit from these new design guidelines.
The goal of this thesis was to identify the design guidelines for small-scale hydraulic
components and systems. To achieve this goal, the efficiency and weight models for the
key components were developed and validated.
Basic analysis such as ring sealing friction formula and cantilever beam failure theory
were used to model the efficiency of small-scale hydraulic components. The weight of
small-scale hydraulic components was formulated using basic machine design theories
such as thin-walled cylinder formula and shaft sizing formula. To validate the efficiency
and weight models, experimental data from prototype testings and catalog data for
small and large-scale hydraulic components were used.
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Small-scale electromechanical systems was used as a comparison baseline for small-
scale hydraulic systems. Small-scale electromechanical components are commercially
available, so their catalog data was compiled to model their efficiency and weight.
1.2 Literature Review
Reviews of large-scale hydraulic technology can be found in [4] and [5, 6]. This section
reviews research in the small-scale hydraulic field and identifies open questions and
challenges.
Examples of small-scale mobile systems include prosthetic hands [7], orthoses [8],
small robots and powered hand tools. All of these systems demand light weight, small
size and high efficiency to ease human operation and to reduce energy consumption. To
achieve these goals, one has to understand the differences between small-scale and large-
scale hydraulic systems. Small-scale hydraulic systems are not simply smaller versions
of large-scale hydraulic systems. Though large-scale and small-scale hydraulic systems
are both governed by continuum equations, their design principles are different. For
example, take a hydraulic cylinder. The cylinder sealing friction force is proportional to
the bore size while the cylinder actuation force is proportional to the bore size squared
so the ratio between the sealing friction force and the actuation force is anti-proportional
to the bore size, as summarized in (1.1) - (1.3).
fcyl ∝ B (1.1)
Fcyl ∝ B2 (1.2)
fcyl
Fcyl
∝ 1
B
(1.3)
where fcyl is the cylinder friction force, B is the cylinder bore size, and Fcyl is the
cylinder actuation force. To prevent the friction force from dominating, as the bore size
scales down alternative design methods for cylinder sealing are required.
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1.2.1 Efficiency
One challenge in miniaturizing hydraulic systems is to maintain reasonable efficiency.
Hydraulic system efficiency is determined by power losses, which originate from sealing
friction and leakage. Effects such as vibration and noise also cause power losses, but
their effects are small, and will not be considered here.
Physical variables in a hydraulic system can be divided into two categories: across
and through [9]. Across variables include rotary torque, linear force and fluid pressure,
while through variables include angular speed, linear speed and volumetric flow rate.
Power losses in a hydraulic power system can thus be separated into two parts: force
transmission losses and speed transmission losses. For example, force transmission losses
happen when converting the rotary torque of the electric motor to the hydraulic pressure
in the hydraulic pump, and when converting the hydraulic pressure to the linear rod
force at the cylinder. These losses can be further understood by reviewing the definitions
of force efficiency, volumetric efficiency and overall efficiency, which are illustrated for a
hydraulic cylinder in (1.4) - (1.6) [10]
ηf =
F
P ·A =
P ·A− Ffrict
P ·A (1.4)
ηq =
V ·A
Q
=
V ·A
V ·A+Qleak (1.5)
ηo =
F · V
P ·Q (1.6)
where ηf is the cylinder force efficiency, F is the output rod force, P is the input
chamber pressure, A is the piston area, Ffric is the sealing friction force, ηq is the
cylinder volumetric efficiency, V is the output rod velocity, Q is the input fluid flow
rate, Qleak is the leakage across the seals, and ηo is the cylinder overall efficiency. From
(1.4) - (1.6), one can see that
ηo = ηf · ηq (1.7)
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which indicates that the overall efficiency can be separated into force efficiency and
volumetric efficiency. The force efficiency is determined by sealing friction and the
volumetric efficiency is determined by the leakage across the seals. Since there is a
tradeoff between sealing friction and leakage, there is also a tradeoff between force
efficiency and volumetric efficiency [10], [11].
Friction Losses
There are two types of friction that causes power losses along the force transmission path:
the viscous friction between the wall and the fluid, and the sealing friction between the
seal and the wall. The viscous friction in an annular gap can be theoretically quantified
[11], while the sealing friction for polymer seals is still a subject of research [12], [13],
[14]. Analytical solutions are not available for sealing friction of polymer seals due
to its complex mechanism [15], [16]. Empirical sealing friction models are given in
[17] and [18], which have coefficients that must be identified experimentally. Recently,
numerical simulations have been used to model the sealing friction of polymer seals. An
example is the work of Salant and co-workers [19], [20]. Practically, empirical formulas
are preferred due to their simplicity [16], [21]. However, these empirical formulas were
derived by fitting experimental data instead of using first principles, so they must be
validated before being applied to seals of new dimensions.
To increase the efficiency of a small-scale hydraulic system, clearance gaps have been
proposed to replace polymer seals [22], [23], [24]. Clearance seals improve force efficiency
by trading off the volumetric efficiency. An example of using clearance seals is Airpot
cylinder product line [25]. Tapered clearance seals, shown in Figure 1.2, are sometimes
used in servo systems where high control precision is required [26], [27]. Liquid seals
such as ferrofluid seals are able to improve force efficiency while maintaining reasonable
volumetric efficiency [24], [28]. Fluids at 1.6 MPa (230 psi) were successfully sealed with
little leakage. In case of using clearance seal, precision manufacturing is necessary as
practically 20 micron is the minimum clearance that can be machined [15].
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Figure 1.2: Tapered clearance seal structure
Leakage Losses
Power losses along the speed transmission path are due to leakage through clearance gaps
or rubber seals. Analytical solutions for leakage through clearance gaps are available
[2, 10, 11]
Qleak =
pi ·B · δ3 ·∆P
12 · µ · l (1.8)
where Qleak is the leakage across the gap, B is the bore size, δ is the gap size, µ is
the fluid dynamic viscosity, ∆P is the pressure drop across the piston and l is the gap
width.
Solution for leakage through rubber seals is still a subject of research. Reviews of
progresses made and problems existing in sealing technology can be found in [29] and
[30]. Previous research assumed full hydrodynamic lubrication condition and perfectly
smooth seal surface [31], [32], [33], which were shown incomplete assumptions by Salant
[19], [20]. As pointed out in [15] and [16] hydrodynamic lubrication condition only occurs
in certain conditions, e.g. high viscosity fluid running at high speeds. It was found
that mixed lubrication is the most common lubrication condition in hydraulic systems.
In mixed lubrication condition, the load is partly supported by the solid contact of
asperities and partly by hydrodynamic oil film [34]. It was also found that sealing
surface roughness plays an important role in determining seal performance. Empirical
formulas for leakage through polymer seals are available [35, 36, 37, 38], which also must
be validated before being applied to seals of new dimensions.
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Compressibility
Compressibility is another factor that decreases hydraulic power system volumetric effi-
ciency. Bulk modulus can be used to characterize the compressibility effect for hydraulic
systems. Bulk modulus is defined as
β = − ∆P
∆V/V
(1.9)
where β is the bulk modulus, ∆P is the change in pressure applied to hydraulic oil
volume, ∆V is the hydraulic oil volume change and V is the original hydraulic oil
volume. Typical hydrocarbon oil has a bulk modulus of 1860 MPa when devoid of
entrained air [39]. Fluid containers and undissolved gas may significantly reduce the
system bulk modulus, so effective bulk modulus is used in hydraulic power systems, as
defined in (1.10).
1
βe
=
1
βl
+
1
βc
+
Vg
Vt
· 1
βg
(1.10)
where the subscripts l, c and g refer to the liquid, container and gas. Vt is the initial
total volume of the container Vt = Vl + Vg.
The effective bulk modulus will be less than any of the values βl, βc or
Vt
Vg
· βg.
1.2.2 Power Density
Besides efficiency, mass is another major concern for portable applications. Efficiency
and mass are related by power density, which is defined as
ψ =
Pout
m
=
Pin · η
m
(1.11)
where ψ is the power density, Pin is the input power, η is the system efficiency and m is
the mass. ψ is an important index since it tells how much power can be generated per
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unit mass. Portability is usually required for small-scale hydraulic power systems, so ψ
should be maximized.
For the same input power, efficiency must increase or mass must decrease to in-
crease output power density. To increase efficiency, power losses have to be decreased.
This can be done by decreasing friction and leakage. Other methods of increasing sys-
tem efficiency include load sensing [10], energy harvesting [40], designing more efficient
controllers and building more efficient pumps, valves, conduits and actuators. While
these methods have been successful in large-scale systems, their effectiveness needs to
be proven in small-scale systems.
To decrease mass, one has to look at the relationship between system operating
conditions and the system mass. Take a hydraulic cylinder. Suppose the cylinder is in
extension mode, then the rod force and the cylinder operating pressure is related by
F =
pi
4
· P ·B2 (1.12)
where F is the rod force, P is the operating pressure and B is the bore size. B becomes
smaller in small-scale systems, which means P must go up to get the same rod force.
Higher operating pressure requires thicker containing wall, so a systematic analysis must
be conducted to determine the net effect on mass caused by increasing the operating
pressure.
A common way of reducing cylinder mass is replacing its structural material with a
lighter one. Steel is a common material for hydraulic cylinders, while copper is some-
times used as an alternative [41]. Aluminum is lighter than steel, but its yield strength
is lower. Lower yield strength implies thicker wall to sustain the same operating pres-
sure, so whether replacing steel with aluminum gives lighter mass requires calculation.
Another material is plastic. Plastic is lighter than steel, but its heat transfer is worse,
which can cause heat accumulation. Other materials of interest are glass and composite.
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Figure 1.3: Fluid power system components block diagram
Table 1.1: Specific energy and energy volume density comparison [1]
Source EM (MJ/kg) EV (MJ/L)
Battery, NiCd 0.1 1.1
Battery, NiMH 0.4 1.6
4350 psi compressed air 0.5 0.2
Battery, Li-ion 0.7 3.6
Hydrogen peroxide 2.7 3.8
Battery, Li-air 3.6 N./A
Methanol 19.7 15.6
Ethanol 30.0 24.0
Vegetable oil 42.2 33.0
Diesel fuel 46.2 37.3
Gasoline 46.4 34.2
Choice of material is also affected by corrosion, temperature condition and machinabil-
ity. Methods of selecting materials are provided in [42].
1.2.3 Small Scale Hydraulic Components
Energy Source
The most common energy source for hydraulic power systems are battery and hydro-
carbon fuel. The specific energy EM (MJ/kg) and energy volume density EV (MJ/L)
of various batteries and fuels are listed in Table 1.1. It can be seen that the specific
energy of the fuel is much higher than that of the battery, so fuel driven devices such as
internal combustion engines are potentially better candidates for small-scale hydraulic
systems.
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Prime Mover
Though liquid fuel has higher specific energy density than batteries, it is hard for small-
scale internal combustion engines to achieve the same efficiency as small-scale electric
motors. Many problems exist when building such devices. In internal combustion en-
gines the generated power is proportional to volume, while the heat dissipation is pro-
portional to the surface area. As the size of the internal combustion engine decreases,
heat losses become detrimental since the surface area to volume ratio increases. Quench-
ing due to thermal losses may occur in small-scale engines such as hot gas engines [43]
or HCCI engines [22], [44], [45].
Clearance seal is commonly used in tiny engines to avoid the detrimental effect
brought by polymer seals. Tiny engines are commonly designed to operate at high
speed to alleviate leakage through clearance seals, but high speed can bring several
problems such as high viscous friction force, and incomplete chemical reaction [22].
Therefore, system level analysis are needed to identify the optimal operating speed.
Pumps
A hydraulic pump is a device used to move hydraulic oil. There are three main types
of positive displacement hydraulic pumps: gear pumps, vane pumps and piston pumps.
A comparison among these three types of pumps is given in Table 1.2. The comparison
is based on large-scale pumps, but the tradeoff maintains for small-scale pumps. Pump
efficiency is primarily governed by the lubricating conditions. When thin fluid film
forms in between moving parts, the friction losses are governed by viscous friction.
When direct body-to-body contact forms between moving parts, Coulomb friction will
dominate. Leakage losses occur in both scenarios, but are anti-proportional to the
friction losses.
In gear pumps the friction losses are high since the gap between the gear and the
sealing wall can not be hydro-statically balanced, which leads to the lowest efficiency.
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Table 1.2: Pump comparison [2]
Type Efficiency Construction Cost Size Mass
GEAR Low Easy Low Medium Medium
VANE Medium Medium Medium Small Small
PISTON High Difficult High Large Large
In vane pumps, the gap between the vane tip and the cam ring can only be partially
hydro-statically balanced since the vanes need to contact the cam ring to achieve fluid
sealing, thus giving a medium pump efficiency. In piston pumps, the gaps between
the slipper and swash plate, and between the cylinder wall and the valve plate can be
hydro-statically balanced. In addition, the gap between the piston and the cylinder wall
can be made very small due to the cylindrical shape of the piston. These facts make
the piston pump the most efficient among all three types of pumps. As to the size, the
vane pump only has one moving part, the rotor-vane assembly, which means it has the
most favorable displacement-volume ratio since the least volume is allotted to functions
unproductive in the delivery process.
To formulate the power density of each pump, the pump efficiency must be mod-
eled. Current pump efficiency models are empirical. These efficiency models included
coefficients that must be identified experimentally. Efficiency models of this kind can be
found in [2], [10], [11], [46], [47], [48]. In 2005, researchers derived analytical efficiency
models for vane pumps [49] and axial swash plate piston pumps [50, 51]. These analyt-
ical models do not have coefficients that must be identified experimentally so that they
can be used to identify optimal operating conditions for both existing and non-existing
pumps. However these models are incomplete. For example, the vane pump efficiency
model only considered the friction between the vanes and the cam ring [49]. Both the
leakage and the friction between the rotor and the side plates are missing in the model.
A complete pump efficiency model is needed to develop design guidelines for small-scale
hydraulic pumps, and such a model is presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
To increase the power density of a small-scale hydraulic power system, the power
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density of the hydraulic pump should be increased. Possible ways include increasing the
pump efficiency or decreasing the pump weight. Though hydraulic pumps have higher
power density than electric motors, prime movers are needed to drive the pump shaft,
which offsets the power density advantage. Piezoelectric pump [52], SMA pump [53]
and air turbine [54] are alternative candidates for small-scale hydraulic power system.
Valves
For mobile applications such as prosthetic hands, orthoses, small robots and powered
hand tools, the load requirements vary with time, which demands varying fluid flow
from the pump. Variable fluid flow is typically accomplished by varying the swash
plate angle [55] of an axial piston pump. These techniques require moving a significant
mass, which leads to a low control bandwidth, as well as bulky and expensive control
equipment. Flow can also be varied using metering valve control, which usually consists
of diverting excess flow across a pressure relief valve. This involves little moving mass,
so a high bandwidth can be achieved. However, the diverted flow is bled off at a high
pressure, which results in a large amount of wasted energy. Four-way spool valves are
the common control valve for hydraulic circuitry, but their efficiency can be as low as
12% [10].
To improve the efficiency of a hydraulic valve, one has to look at the governing
equation for a valve, which is the orifice equation (1.13) [9].
Q = Cd ·A ·
√
2 ·∆P
ρ
(1.13)
The orifice equation involves flow coefficient Cd, which is usually assumed to be a
constant value 0.62, independent of Reynolds number. However, for very small orifice
openings, Cd varies significantly and can result in substantial error if assumed constant.
The turbulent flow assumption may become invalid when the orifice is very small, as
happens in a barely open poppet valve. Cd is a function of Reynolds number and the
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orifice geometries that have to be determined experimentally [11]. Wu et al. proposed
a closed-form empirical formula for Cd that can be used in dynamic simulations [56].
Alternative way of regulating a hydraulic power system is to use an electric motor
to control the speed of the pump and to control the motor with a high efficiency PWM
motor driver. Since the inertia of the moving part of a small-scale motor is small, a high
control bandwidth is theoretically achievable. This being said, the inertia of the pump
rotor attached to the electric motor shaft can be significant. So reducing the weight of
the pump rotor is important to achieve high control bandwidth.
Eliminating the hydraulic control valves can decrease the weight and size of the
system, and ease the components integration process, which is essential for a portable
device. Shifting all the controls to the electric motor will also simplify the design of the
hydraulic system.
Accumulators
Hydraulic accumulators are used for temporarily storing pressurized oil [9]. The oil
enters a chamber and acts against a piston or a bladder to raise a weight, compress a
spring or a gas. Heat generated in accumulator during air compression and expansion
decreases efficiency. Many methods have been proposed to keep the air compression
and expansion process as isothermal as possible. An example is to put elastomeric foam
in the accumulator [57]. Small-scale hydraulic power systems can be approximately
isothermal due to bigger area-to-volume ratio, which is advantageous for accumulator
design purpose. Accumulators have lower energy density than batteries[1], but their
power density is excellent, and can be used for bursts of power. One potential application
would be the toe-off burst for an ankle exoskeleton.
Conduits
Conduits are the pipe or channel for conveying hydraulic oil. Hydraulic pipes can cause
problems such as producing larger system stiffness compared to electrical wires [58],
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increasing system weight [59] and introducing time delay during pressure buildup. Inte-
grating system components into a single manifold can eliminate hydraulic pipes, which
leads to weight and size reduction. Given the limited space in small-scale hydraulic
systems, drilling holes in a manifold gives more flexibility than using pipes to route the
fluid. 3D metal printing is another way to realize complex manifold design. Components
integration also decreases the number of leaking points and eases maintaining proce-
dure. An example of components integration is the small electro-hydraulic actuator
(EHA) from Parker Oildyne [60]. Though components integration has many benefits,
one cannot completely eliminate hydraulic pipes when the actuator is far from the power
supply.
A major drawback of small diameter hydraulic pipes is the pressure drop along the
pipe. The pressure drop is proportional to the pipe length and is anti-proportional to
the pipe diameter [61]. To decrease the power losses along a pipe, short, large diameter
pipe should be used. On the other hand, large diameter pipes don’t work for small-scale
applications, so system level analysis is needed to trade off weight against efficiency.
Cylinders
Major challenges in miniaturizing cylinders are to achieve a reasonable efficiency and
designing appropriate rod structure.
Cylinder efficiency drops as bore size scales down. This is mainly caused by polymer
seal friction. One way to increase cylinder efficiency is to find alternative sealing meth-
ods. Clearance seal is an option, but it cannot be used to seal hydraulic cylinder rod
because it will cause leakage into surrounding environment. Ferrofluid seal is a promis-
ing option for sealing rod, though it is still a subject of research [24, 28, 62]. 230 psi
pressure fluid can be kept in without leakage by using ferrofluid seal. Single ferrofluid
seal becomes problematic when pressure is higher than 230 psi. Multistage ferrofluid
seals have to be used to achieve higher sealing pressure [63].
Cylinder rod design becomes challenging when tiny bore cylinder is operating at
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high pressure, because the rod can buckle. Two methods can be used to prevent rod
buckling: first, find a stronger rod structure; second, make the cylinder always operate
in retraction mode. When a cylinder retracts the rod is in tension. The rod structures
are way stronger in tension than in compression because in compression they can buckle
way before the material hits its yield limit. One possibility for the second method is to
use wire-type rod [64].
Controllers
Basic controllers such as PI controllers do not always work for fluid power systems due to
the nonlinear characteristics of fluid power components [65]. Advanced controllers such
as adaptive and robust controllers may be necessary to satisfy stability and transient
response requirements. A review of fluid power system controller design was given in
[65], in which the author pointed out the importance of fluid power system modeling
software for controller design [66], [67].
Control bandwidth is an important metric for mobile applications since timely re-
sponse is needed to make the system function in a desired way. Control bandwidth is
determined by both the mass and the power of the system.
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Chapter 2
Power Density Analysis of Small
Scale Hydraulic Systems
This chapter was published in Journal of Mechanical Design, vol. 135, no. 9, pp. 1-11,
2013.
2.1 Introduction
Hydraulic fluid power systems are well known for their high power density [41, 68]. This
advantage is best illustrated in applications such as excavators and heavy manufacturing
equipment that require extremely large power and force. Hydraulics is the only practical
way to attain these levels of force and power while at the same time being relatively light
weight compared to the equivalent electromechanical system. One reason for the high
power density of hydraulics is that fluid power cylinders are inherently low-velocity, high-
force actuators, which is a good match to the requirements for construction, agricultural
and manufacturing heavy equipment. Contrast this with electric motors, which are
high-velocity, low torque actuators, that require a transmission such as a gear head
or a lead screw to match their optimal operating point to the application. At high
forces and torques, the weight of the transmission ends up being a significant fraction
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of the actuator package weight. A second reason for the high power density is that
exceptionally high pressures can be generated. For example, the hydraulic pistons on
an excavator operate as high as 380 bar (5500 psi).
An advantage of hydraulics is that the source of pressurized fluid can be housed in
a base station and flexible hoses used to transport the fluid to light weight cylinders
located at the periphery of the machine. For example, an excavator has actuators to
control the boom, stick and bucket with bulky power supply, reservoir and accumulators
placed in the house. The proximal actuators carry the load of the distal. When the
excavator arm is fully extended, the bucket actuator at the end of the arm causes large
moments at the joint connecting the boom to the house, which requires a powerful
boom actuator. If the bucket actuator is a cylinder, the weight of the actuator is small
compared to the bucket. If the bucket actuator is electromechanical, the weight of the
electric motor and its associated transmissions, both of which must be placed at the
joint, can be significant.
The power density of electromechanical systems has an upper limit because of in-
herent characteristics such as magnetic saturation. In contrast, the power density of
hydraulic systems has no inherent upper limit and can be increased by simply increasing
the pressure. The maximum power density in a hydraulic system is largely determined
by the design of the containing structures and the seals.
There has been recent interest in portable, wearable powered systems including
powered exoskeletons and powered orthotics [69, 70]. Examples of mobile systems in
the 10 to 100 W range include ankle foot orthotics, small robots and powered hand
tools. These devices are usually powered by electromechanics, typically a lithium-ion
battery, DC motor and transmission. Little work has been done on using hydraulics for
these applications because off-the-shelf tiny hydraulic components do not exist.
Love [7] demonstrated an application of small scale hydraulics by prototyping a
prosthetic finger. Pressure as high as 138 bar (2000 psi) was used to operate 4 mm
hydraulic cylinders. Another example is a novel endoscope[58]. Two systems were
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studied, hydraulics and electric. The results showed that the hydraulic system had
larger output force for the same space.
A barrier for increased hydraulic power density at reasonable efficiency is the seals.
Too tight and friction dominates. Too loose and the pressurized fluid will leak past the
seal. Volder et al. developed a ferrofluid seal for microactuators that was able to seal
to 1.6 MPa (230 psi) without leakage[23, 24], but this approach does not work at higher
pressures.
While microfluidics have advanced, they do not inform our problem as microfluidic
systems operate well under 1 W and our systems of interest are 10 to 100 W. Reviews of
microfluidics components are given in [71, 72, 73]. As shown in [73], micro fluid power
cylinders can generate 1 to 10 N but their strokes are under 10 mm.
Designers might chose hydraulics for tiny, mobile powered systems because the same
power density advantage of hydraulics over electromechanical should hold for a powered
orthosis as it holds for an excavator. The story, however, is complex because the scaling
laws are not intuitive. For example, in a cylinder, force is proportional to area while
weight is proportional to volume. Surface effects such as friction drag of seals and
viscous drag of gaps become significant at small bores and impact overall efficiency. On
the other hand, the thickness, and thus the weight, of a cylinder wall required to contain
a fixed pressure goes down with bore. The final weight of a hydraulic system at small
scale cannot be determined by proportionally scaling the weight of a large system and
determining for equal efficiency, which is lighter a fluid power or an electromechanical
system for a tiny system cannot be answered using intuition.
The aim of this study was to use first principles to understand how the weight
and other properties of hydraulic systems change with size and to answer the ques-
tion, “When is a hydraulic solution lighter than an electromechanical solution for tiny,
powered systems?” Our goal was to provide guidelines that mechanical designers could
use at the early stages of evaluating architectures for small systems. Empirical and
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Figure 2.1: Architecture for powered actuation system. Top row is generic, middle row
is electromechanical, bottom row is hydraulic.
analytical equations were used to model hydraulic and electromechanical systems, con-
necting the methods to real components wherever possible. The result of the analysis
showed that for equal output power and system efficiency, a hydraulic solution will be
lighter than an electromechanical solution only if the hydraulic system operates at high
pressure.
2.2 Benchmark System
The top row of Fig. 2.1 illustrates the architecture of a generic mobile actuation system
that contains a power supply, a means of control, a transmission line and an actuator
located at the end-point. For this study, we considered systems that delivered force and
velocity along a linear axis. For example, this could be a powered knee prosthesis with
the joint driven by a linear actuator mounted behind the knee or a tiny powered gripper
driven by a linear actuator.
The electromechanical realization (middle row of Fig. 2.1) includes a battery power
supply, a PWM motor controller, wire, a brushed or brushless DC electric motor and a
ball screw to convert the high velocity, low torque output of the motor to a low velocity,
high force linear output. The ball screw was chosen because it is lighter and more
efficient than the equivalent gear box, and it converts rotary to linear motion, which
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provides a fair comparison to the hydraulic system. The hydraulic version (bottom row
of Fig. 2.1) includes a battery or internal combustion engine driven pump to generate
pressured fluid, a servovalve, pipe or hose and a hydraulic cylinder. Other realizations
are possible.
Our analysis only considered the transmission line plus actuator system, the circled
components in Fig. 2.1. These are the parts of the system that must be located at
the point of mechanical output where weight is of greatest concern. For example, for a
portable hand tool, the power supply and control can be placed in a backpack or tool
belt, but the transmission line and actuator system must be held in the hand. In a
real mobile system, the power supply will contribute significantly to the weight and in a
real system, the control means will contribute significantly to the efficiency. Comparing
electromechanical and hydraulic endpoint components, however, still provides valuable
information to the designer looking to minimize weight at the endpoint.
2.3 Hydraulic System Analysis
The objective of the hydraulic system analysis was to estimate the weight of an ideal
hydraulic cylinder plus the weight of ideal conduit to predict the total weight for a
hydraulic system that delivers a specified mechanical force and power output. The
weight of components was estimated from a set of theoretical equations developed using
basic physics of fluids and solid mechanics.
2.3.1 Hydraulic Cylinder
The simplified hydraulic cylinder used for analysis is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 and its
associated parameters are defined in Table 2.1. The cylinder has bore B, stroke S
and rated maximum pressure Pr. The piston is a disk of uniform thickness t1 and the
cylinder housing is a capped tube with barrel wall thickness t2 and end cap thicknesses
t3 and t4. O-ring seals are assumed for piston and rod. While large hydraulic cylinders
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Figure 2.2: Ideal hydraulic cylinder used for analysis.
Figure 2.3: Wall loading scenario used to calculate wall thickness.
use a layered arrangement of cup and backing seals, for tiny cylinders, a simple O-ring
is an appropriate design choice. Only uni-direction extension motion is considered with
cap side pressure P1 and rod side pressure zero.
Cylinder and Piston Wall Thickness
The pressure loading scenario to calculate the required cylinder wall and the piston
thickness is shown in Fig. 2.3 where the cylinder rated pressure Pm acts everywhere on
the wall. The end wall calculations assumed a fixed displacement boundary condition
along the end wall circumference. The piston thickness calculation assumed that the
rod was fixed and the Pm was distributed uniformly across the cap side of the piston
and zero pressure on the rod side. These are all worst-case loading conditions.
The cylinder circumferential wall thickness was calculated using the equation for a
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Table 2.1: Hydraulic cylinder parameters
VAR DESCRIPTION UNIT
B bore m
S stroke m
l1 cylinder length m
l2 rod length m
t1 piston thickness m
t2 cylinder circumferential wall thickness m
t3 left end wall thickness m
t4 right end wall thickness m
d1 rod diameter m
d2 outer diameter m
Pm maximum allowable fluid pressure Pa
P1 cylinder left chamber pressure Pa
Sy cylinder material yield strength Pa
E cylinder material Young’s modulus Pa
ρ cylinder material density Kg/m3
ν cylinder material Poisson’s ratio —
N design safety factor —
thin-walled pressure vessel [74]
t2 =
N · Pm ·B
2Sy
(2.1)
which is valid for t2 < B/6. The cylinder end wall thicknesses t3 and t4, and the piston
thickness t1 were calculated using thin plate formulas [75]
t1 =
√
3NPmG1ν
4Sy
(2.2)
t3 =
√
3piB2NPm(1 + ν)
32piSy
(2.3)
t4 =
√
3NPmG2
4νSy
(2.4)
where G1 and G2 are
G1 =
4B4(1 + ν)log Bd1 + 4νB
2d21 + d
4
1(1− ν)−B4(1 + 3ν)
4ν(B2 − d21)
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G2 =
d41(1− ν)− 4d41(1 + ν)log Bd1 +B2d21(1 + ν)
4B2(1− ν) + 4d21(1 + ν)
+
B2
4
− d
2
1
2
The thin plate formulas are valid for plate thickness that are less than 1/4 of the plate
diameter. The formula used to determine t4 was that for a round plate containing a
central hole.
Using the material yield strength 1 to determine the minimum thickness of a cylin-
der is a simplification. For larger cylinders, expansion of the cylinder when pressurized
due to the elasticity of the material matters because a slight increase in bore will cause
leakage past the piston seal. Therefore it is common practice to design walls that are
thick enough for the expansion to be insignificant. As the bore size decreases, so does
the expansion so for tiny cylinders with thin walls the increased leakage is insignificant.
Rod Diameter
The rod must be sized so that it will not buckle under the maximum compressive load.
The required rod diameter was calculated using Euler and JB Johnson buckling formulas
[75], assuming that the rod was fully extended, loaded in compression and carrying the
piston force at the maximum rated pressure. The slenderness ratio l2ρ1 dictates whether
the Euler or the JB Johnson formula is appropriate. The critical rod slenderness ratio
is ( l2
ρ1
)
crit
=
√
2pi2E
Sy
(2.5)
where ρ1 = d1/4 for a solid round rod. For a slenderness ratio less than the critical
value the JB Johnson formula was used
d1 =
√
4NPmpi(B/2)2ηf
piSy
+
Syl22
2pi2E
(2.6)
1 For dynamic applications with cyclic nature, the fatigue strength should be used to judge the
strength of the cylinder wall and pipe, and in the case of the cylinder wall, stress concentrations must
also be considered. Additionally, a higher safety factor such as 3 or 4 should be considered.
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and for other cases, the Euler formula was used
d1 =
(32Nl22Pmpi(B/2)2ηf
pi3E
) 1
4
(2.7)
Cylinder Efficiency
The force in the rod is less than the pressure times the area of the piston because of the
friction in the piston and rod seals. The cylinder force efficiency, ηf is
ηf =
Fr
P1A1
(2.8)
where Fr is the rod compressive force, P1 is the cap side pressure and A1 is the cap side
piston area [10].
The velocity of the rod is less than the flow divided by the area of the piston because
of the leakage through the piston and rod seals. The cylinder volumetric efficiency, ηq
is
ηq =
Vr
Q/A1
(2.9)
where Vr is the rod velocity and Q is the flow into the cylinder [10].
Equations (2.10) and (2.11) are approximations that describe the seal friction [12]
and leakage [37, 38] for a rubber O-ring seal with variables defined in Table 2.2.
Fs = fs · pi ·D · d · Es ·  ·
√
2− 2 (2.10)
Qs = 2.99 · pi ·D · µ0.71 · U1.71hc · δ−0.71m · s0.290 (2.11)
As described in references [12, 37, 38], the effect of pressure across the seal appears
through fs, which varies with pressure because the O-ring tends to extrude into the gap
at higher pressure causing higher friction, and in the δm and s0 terms for leakage.
Applying (2.10) and (2.11) for the piston and the rod yields the estimation of the
cylinder force, volumetric and overall efficiency
ηf =
P1A1 − Fsp − Fsr
P1A1
(2.12)
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Table 2.2: Symbols used in (2.10) and (2.11)
VAR DESCRIPTION UNIT
Fs friction force piston with seal N
fs O-ring seal friction coefficient —
D piston or rod diameter m
d O-ring cross-sectional diameter m
Es O-ring Young’s modulus Pa
 O-ring squeeze ratio —
Qs leakage across sealed piston or rod m
3/s
µ hydraulic fluid dynamic viscosity Pa· s
Uhc piston velocity m/s
δm maximum O-ring contact stress Pa
s0 O-ring contact width m
Figure 2.4: Cylinder efficiency as a function of bore size. The plot was generated
assuming 500 psi operating pressure and 0.1 m/s rod speed.
ηq =
VrA1
VrA1 +Qsp +Qsr
(2.13)
ηhc = ηf · ηq (2.14)
where Fsp is piston seal friction force, Fsr is rod seal friction force, Vr is rod velocity,
Qsp is piston seal leakage and Qsr is rod seal leakage.
As shown in Fig. 2.4, cylinder efficiency is a strong function of bore size for smaller
cylinders. This is because friction and leakage are a function of piston diameter while
force and flow are a function of piston area.
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Cylinder Weight
The volume of the cylinder is
Vcyl =
pi
4
[
(d22 −B2)l1 +B2(t3 + t1 + t4) (2.15)
+ d21l2 −∆V
]
where ∆V are the adjustments to the volume due to the inlet, outlet and rod openings.
For simplicity, only the rod opening volume will be included as the inlet and outlet
openings is balanced by the volume of fittings.
∆V = d
2
1 · t4 (2.16)
Assuming the same material is used for the cylinder wall, piston and rod, the weight of
the cylinder is
Mcyl = ρ · Vcyl (2.17)
Validation
To validate the O-ring friction (2.10) and leakage (2.11) models, a test stand was built to
collect corresponding experimental data for 4, 6 and 9 mm cylinders. A single O-ring seal
was mounted on a ram, which was used to raise a constant load. The cylinder chamber
underneath the ram was pressurized by a small hydraulic pump. When the cylinder
reached full extension, the pump was shut off and a needle valve cracked to create
different ram descending speeds at constant chamber pressure. The chamber pressure
and the ram speed were sensed by a pressure transducer and a linear potentiometer
whose output was conditioned and sampled at 100 Hz.
The comparison between the measured and the theoretical O-ring force efficiency for
the 9 mm bore cylinder is shown in Fig. 2.5, and is representative of the data for the
6 mm and 4 mm cylinders. In Fig. 2.5, the minimum and maximum theoretical efficiency
lines were generated using the maximum and the minimum reasonable friction coefficient
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Figure 2.5: Experimentally determined cylinder force efficiency as a function of pressure
for two rod speeds. The lines are the predicted efficiency curves from the O-ring model
for the extremes of the coefficient of friction.
Figure 2.6: Experimentally determined cylinder force efficiency as a function of cylinder
bore and and two rod speeds. Overlaid are the equivalent results from the O-ring model.
fs between the O-ring and the cylinder wall. The higher piston speeds resulted in higher
efficiency, which indicates that the lubrication between the O-ring and the cylinder wall
shifted from mixed lubrication to hydrodynamic lubrication as the piston speed changed
from 1 mm/s to 20 mm/s. Fig. 2.6 demonstrates that the O-ring force efficiency model
is valid for different bore sizes and different chamber pressures.
Because leakage model (2.11) predicts essentially zero leakage for the experiment,
it was not possible to quantify the dynamic leakage directly. Instead, two observations
from the experiment served to validate the zero leakage prediction. First, no visible
leakage was seen during the piston ascending and descending periods, and second, the
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O-ring was leak free when the the cylinder was loaded because no motion was observed
for 24 hours.
To validate the calculation of estimated cylinder weight based on the theory pre-
sented in the previous sections, (2.17) was used to predict the weight of commercially
available cylinders. Catalog data for 187 hydraulic cylinders from several manufacturers
(Airpot, Beily, Bimba, Hercules, Prince) were used to build a database of rated pres-
sure, bore, stroke and weight for real products. For the analysis, the cylinder material
was assumed to be 304 stainless steel, which provided the yield strength, Young’s mod-
ulus, Poisson’s ratio and material density for the equations. (A real cylinder would be
fabricated from several materials.) The safety factor N was set to 2 as this was the
value found in two of the vendor catalogs. Common parameters were used for O-ring
seal and hydraulic oil: 10% for squeeze ratio, 10 MPa for O-ring Young’s modulus, 1
mm for O-ring seal cross-section diameter and 0.1 Pa·s for fluid viscosity. The pressure,
bore, stroke, material properties and safety factor were used to calculate the theoretical
wall thickness, volume and weight for the cylinder. The theoretical weight was then
compared to the actual weight for the cylinder. Fig. 2.7 shows the results. If the theory
held for real cylinders exactly, all data points would lie on the solid line. The figure
shows that real cylinders are somewhat lighter than their predicted weight for heavier
cylinders, and somewhat heavier than their predicted weight for lighter cylinders (see
inset.) The latter is likely because for the smallest cylinders, the weight of fittings and
mounting hardware, not accounted for by the theory, become a significant fraction of
the total weight.
2.3.2 Hydraulic Conduit
For smooth pipes, the approximate fluid flow equations are [61]
P2 − P1 =
fp · ρf · V 2p · Lp
2 ·Dp (2.18)
Ap =
pi ·D2p
4
(2.19)
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Figure 2.7: Comparison between the actual weight and the weight predicted from the
theoretical analysis for 187 commercial cylinders. The solid line indicates an exact match
between actual and predicted. The inset expands the data for light weight cylinders.
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Vp =
Qp
Ap
(2.20)
Re =
ρf ·Dp · Vp
µ
(2.21)
fp =

64/Re laminar flow
0.316/Re0.25 turbulent flow
(2.22)
where P2 is pipe inlet pressure, P1 is pipe outlet pressure, fp is pipe friction coefficient,
ρf is fluid density, Vp is pipe flow velocity, Lp is pipe length, Dp is pipe inner diameter,
Ap is pipe cross-section area, Qp is pipe flow rate and Re is the Reynolds number.
Using (2.18)–(2.22), the pipe efficiency is
ηp =
P1
P2
(2.23)
=

1− 128µpi · Qp·LpD4p·P2 laminar
1− 1.79µ0.25·ρ0.75f
pi1.75
· Q1.75p ·Lp
P2·D4.75p turbulent
These equations enable calculating the pipe i.d. Dp as a function of Qp, Lp, P2 and ηp.
The pipe weight can be calculated once the pipe wall thickness is found using the
thin-walled cylinder formula [74]
t5 =
N · P2 ·Dp
2Sy
(2.24)
where t5 is wall thickness, N is design safety factor, and Sy is pipe material yield
strength. For this analysis we assumed that the pipes, like the cylinders, were fabricated
from 304 stainless steel.
The weight of the pipe is
Mconduit = pi
(
(
Dp
2
+ t5)
2 − (Dp
2
)2
)
Lpρp (2.25)
where ρp is the pipe density. The weight of the oil in the pipe is
MConduitOil = pi(
Dp
2
)2Lpρf (2.26)
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Figure 2.8: Hydraulic conduit efficiency at several pressures and levels of output power,
showing that the efficiency of the conduit is high unless the pressure is low. Conduit
length: 1 m, conduit inner diameter: 5 mm.
where ρf is the oil density.
The pipe efficiency ηp, inlet pressure P2 and fluid flow rate Qp were calculated using
ηp =
ηsys
ηcyl
(2.27)
P2 =
P1
ηp
(2.28)
Qp =
Fr · Vr
ηsys · P2 (2.29)
where ηsys is the desired overall efficiency, ηcyl is the cylinder efficiency, Fr is rod force
and Vr is rod velocity.
Fig. 2.8 shows an example of the hydraulic conduit efficiency calculations. As
expected, the efficiency of the hose only matters when running at high power and
low pressure because under these conditions the flow rate is high, which results in a
significant pressure drop. Our calculations (not shown) demonstrated that for most
tiny hydraulic systems, the weight of the conduit is much smaller than the weight of
the cylinder and can be ignored when doing approximate predictions of total system
weight.
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Figure 2.9: Method for calculating the weight of a hydraulic system.
2.3.3 Hydraulic System Weight
Fig. 2.9 illustrates how the weight of the hydraulic system is calculated. First, the
output force, output velocity and stroke length are specified by the application require-
ments. Using this information, cylinder weight, efficiency, bore and rod diameter are
calculated. Using the overall system efficiency of the equivalent electromechanical sys-
tem, the hydraulic pipe inlet power and efficiency is calculated then hydraulic pipe inlet
pressure is calculated for a given cylinder operating pressure. Next hydraulic pipe inlet
flow rate is calculated using inlet power and pressure, then the hydraulic pipe diameter
using inlet pressure, inlet flow rate, pipe efficiency and pipe length information, as shown
in (2.23). With these numbers, pipe weight is calculated. Finally, total system weight
is calculated by summing weights of the cylinder, pipe and hydraulic oil contained in
the cylinder and pipe.
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Figure 2.10: Motor weight vs. output power.
2.4 Electromechanical System Analysis
The electromechanical system includes wire for the transmission line, a DC electric
motor and a ball screw. Unlike hydraulic components, electromechanical components
for small-scale applications are readily available. Therefore, rather than using theo-
retical methods, the approach to estimating the total weight of an electromechanical
solution was to develop a set of empirical equations that captured the scaling of com-
ponent weight and efficiency with load or power based on the properties of high-end,
commercially available electromechanical components captured from company catalogs.
2.4.1 DC Electric Motor
The key system-level parameters for DC electric motors are weight and efficiency. Brush-
less, permanent magnet DC motors were chosen because for small precision applications
they have the highest efficiency and highest power density. Power, weight and efficiency
data for 192 motors from two manufacturers (MicroMo Electronics Inc. and Maxon
Motor) were collected. The power for a motor was taken as the peak continuous me-
chanical output power and the efficiency was the electrical power in to mechanical power
out maximum efficiency at the nominal voltage. Fig. 2.10 plots motor weight versus
motor power and Fig. 2.11 plots motor efficiency versus power for the motor data set.
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Figure 2.11: Motor efficiency vs. output power.
For modeling purposes, empirical equations were created to bound motor properties.
The lower curve in Fig. 2.10 is the lower bound of motor weight. Using this curve in
a system analysis means that one is looking for the lightest available motor for a given
power. The upper curve in Fig. 2.11 is the upper bound of motor efficiency. Using this
curve in an a system analysis means that one is looking for the highest efficiency motor
for a given power. The two bounding curves are
Wm =
P 1.5m
12
(2.30)
ηm = 0.9− 0.9 · 0.1
0.15 · Pm + 0.1 (2.31)
where Wm is motor weight, ηm is motor efficiency and Pm is motor power.
2.4.2 Ball Screw
The ball screw converts the motor rotary power to low speed, high force linear power.
The weight of a ball screw is related to its rated dynamic load and stroke length.
Weight does not depend on rated velocity assuming the ball screw operates within its
rated velocity. Rated dynamic load, stroke length and weight data were collected from
catalog data for 82 ball screws from one manufacturer (Nook Industries). Fig. 2.12
shows weight as a function of rated load for two strokes, and an empirical equation for
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Figure 2.12: Ball screw weight vs. rated dynamic load at .01 m (top) and .04 m (bottom)
stroke.
the lower bound of weight as a function of load and stroke was developed from the data
Wbs = Fbs · 180 + 3000 · Sbs
10000
(2.32)
where Wbs is ball screw weight, Fbs is ball screw rated dynamic load, and Sbs is ball
screw stroke length. The equation is the solid line in Fig. 2.12.
The transmission equations for the ball screw are
Tm = Fbs · Lbs
2pi
· 1
ηbs
(2.33)
ωm =
Vbs
Lbs
(2.34)
where Tm is motor shaft torque, Fbs is ball screw force, Lbs is the transmission ratio, ηbs
is ball screw efficiency, ωm is motor shaft velocity and Vbs is ball screw linear velocity.
The ball screw efficiency was assumed to be 90%, which is typical for a high performance
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component. To simplify the electromechanical systems analysis, a fixed transmission
ratio of 1 mm/rev was assumed for the ball screw.
2.4.3 Wire
The weight of wire can be significant when the wire is long, which would be the case
when the battery is located some distance from the motor. High efficiency wire has
large diameter but is heavy. The voltage drop across a length of electrical wire is [76]
∆Uw =
4Kw
pi
· Pw
Uw
· Lw
D2w
(2.35)
where Kw is wire specific resistance, Pw is wire input power, Uw is wire input voltage,
Lw is wire length and Dw is wire diameter. Thus, wire efficiency is
ηw =
Uw −∆Uw
Uw
= 1− 4Kw
pi
· Pw
U2w
· Lw
D2w
(2.36)
High wire efficiency results in a large wire diameter and thus a large wire weight. In
contrast, low wire efficiency means the wire must dissipate a considerable amount of
thermal energy, which can melt the insulation. To prevent the system level weight
optimization algorithm from suggesting either extreme, the wire efficiency was fixed at
99%, which is realistic for many systems.
Inverting (2.36) provides an equation for wire diameter
Dw =
√
4Kw
pi
· Pw
U2w
· Lw
(1− Ew) (2.37)
and the weight of the wire, without considering the insulation layer, is
Ww =
pi
4
·D2w · Lw · ρw · 1000 (2.38)
where Ww is wire weight, and ρw is the density of the wire material. The analysis
assumed copper wire with density 8960 kg/m3 and specific resistance 17 nΩm.
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Figure 2.13: Method for calculating the weight of an electromechanical system.
2.4.4 Electromechanical System Weight
Fig. 2.13 illustrates the approach for calculating the weight of the electromechanical
solution. The application requirements set the ball screw output velocity, force and
stroke. The ball screw weight is then calculated using (2.32). The electric motor shaft
power is calculated from
Pm =
Tm
1000
· 2pi · ωm = Fbs · Vbs
ηbs
(2.39)
using (2.33) and (2.34). This determines the motor weight and efficiency according to
(2.30) and (2.31). Next, the input power to the wire is determined from
Pw = Pm · 1
ηm
· 1
ηw
(2.40)
and then the wire diameter and wire weight are calculated from (2.37) and (2.38).
The system weight is the sum of the ball screw, motor and wire weights. The overall
electromechanical system efficiency is
ηesys = ηbs · ηm · ηw (2.41)
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2.5 Method to Compare Hydraulic and Electromechanical
Systems
With the ability to calculate hydraulic and electromechanical system weight and effi-
ciency for a given application the two realizations can be compared to determine which
will be lighter. The method used for the comparison was to: (1) Establish the design
problem by specifying a system force and power (or force and velocity), and linear excur-
sion. (2) Design an electromechanical solution using the empirical bounding equations
as a stand-in for the best-available DC brushless motor and ball screw. (3) Calculate the
efficiency of the resulting electromechanical system. (4) Design a comparable hydraulic
system with the same force, power and stroke design requirements and the same effi-
ciency. (5) Calculate and compare the weights of the electromechanical and hydraulic
solutions. An application was implemented in Matlab to facilitate the calculations.
2.6 Results
Weight comparison examples are shown in Figs 2.14-2.21. Figs. 2.14-2.19 show system
weight for a mechanical output power of 100 W and 10 W for various configurations of
velocity, stroke length and transmission line length. The nominal voltage for the motors
in the database ranged from 6 to 48 V but for this analysis 24 V motors were used.
Motor voltage has some, but not a significant effect on the electromechanical system
weight because as the voltage decreases, the system weight will increase due to the wire
diameter increasing to accommodate the increase in current at the same efficiency.
Operating pressure has a significant influence on the weight of a hydraulic system.
Fig. 2.20 shows the weights of hydraulic systems running at three pressures compared to
the weight of the equivalent electromechanical system for three output power conditions
with an output velocity of 10 mm/s. The 100 psi hydraulic system is heavier than
the equivalent electromechanical system while the 500 psi and 1000 psi systems are
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Figure 2.14: Hydraulic and electromechanical system weight at several output velocities.
Output power: 10 W, stroke: 0.05 m, transmission line length: 0.1 m. The 100 psi,
100 mm/s data point is missing because there is no low pressure, high speed hydraulic
system that can match the efficiency of the equivalent electromechanical system.
Figure 2.15: Hydraulic and electromechanical system weight at several output velocities.
Output power: 100 W, stroke: 0.05 m, transmission line length: 0.1 m.
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Figure 2.16: Hydraulic and electromechanical system weight at several stroke lengths.
Output power: 10 W, velocity: 0.01 m/s, transmission line length: 0.1 m.
Figure 2.17: Hydraulic and electromechanical system weight at several stroke lengths.
Output power: 100 W, velocity: 0.01 m/s, transmission line length: 0.1 m.
Figure 2.18: Hydraulic and electromechanical system weight at several transmission line
lengths. Output power: 10 W, stroke: 0.05 m, velocity: 0.01 m/s.
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Figure 2.19: Hydraulic and electromechanical system weight at several transmission line
lengths. Output power: 100 W, stroke: 0.05 m, velocity: 0.01 m/s.
Figure 2.20: Hydraulic and electromechanical system weight at several output powers.
Stroke: 0.05 m, velocity: 0.01 m/s, transmission line length: 0.1 m.
lighter. Fig. 2.21 shows the operating pressure required for the hydraulic system to have
the same weight as the equivalent electromechanical system for three output powers.
Pressures higher than the line will result in a lighter hydraulic system and pressures
below the line will result in a heavier hydraulic system.
2.7 Design Example
A powered ankle foot orthosis (AFO) is a device that helps people with muscle deficiency
to lift their toe or push off while walking [77]. The AFO was chosen as the design example
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Figure 2.21: Operating pressure required for the hydraulic system to be the same weight
as the equivalent electromechanical system at several output powers. Stroke: 0.05 m,
velocity: 0.01 m/s, transmission line length: 0.1 m.
Figure 2.22: Ankle torque (solid) and velocity (dashed) for one step when walking at
normal speed. The vertical dot-dash line marks the peak power point. Data from [3].
because of its challenging requirements. Large torque and large power is required during
the push off phase of gait but the weight of the AFO on the ankle must be less than
2 kg to not influence leg swing dynamics. Fig. 2.22 shows ankle torque and velocity
for one step when walking at normal speed. The vertical dot-dash line marks the point
during the gait cycle where the ankle produces maximum power with torque 90 Nm and
velocity 100 deg/s. This occurs just before toe-off and the AFO was designed to match
this power.
Fig. 2.23 shows the placement of a single hydraulic cylinder for the conceptual
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Figure 2.23: Conceptual design for a hydraulic AFO.
design of a powered AFO. The cylinder is oriented to extend for ankle plantar flexion to
take advantage of the larger cap side piston area compared to the rod side. To reduce
the AFO package size, in the neutral position, a moment arm of 8 cm was assumed.
The ankle range of motion is 20o in dorsi-flexion and 50o in plantar-flexion for a total
of 70o [78]. To minimize the weight carried on the ankle, the hydraulic power supply
was assumed to be carried at the waist, separated from the actuator by a 1 m hydraulic
hose.
The cylinder stroke length, maximum output force, maximum output velocity and
maximum output power were derived from the geometry
S = Sf − Si (2.42)
Si =
√
a2 + b2 − 2 · a · b · cos(θi) (2.43)
Sf =
√
a2 + b2 − 2 · a · b · cos(θf ) (2.44)
Fmax =
Tmax
Lma
(2.45)
Vmax =
Ωmax
180o
· pi · Lma (2.46)
POWmax = Tmax · Ωmax (2.47)
where Si and Sf are the initial and final distance between the cylinder mounting point
A and B (Fig. 2.23), θi = 70
o and θf = 140
o are the ankle angles corresponding to Si
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Table 2.3: AFO systems weight comparison
System Component Wt (g) Total Wt (g)
Ball screw 44
Electro-mechanical DC motor 192 241
Wire 5
200 psi hydraulics Cylinder 210 248
Hoses 38
500 psi hydraulics Cylinder 106 125
Hoses 19
and Sf , and a and b are fixed at 10 cm.
The system specifications from (2.42) - (2.47) were used in (2.1) - (2.41) along with
the methods described in Section 2.5 to compute the theoretical weight of the electro-
mechanical and hydraulic AFO components for the design example. The results are
shown in Table 2.3. At 200 psi the hydraulic system will be about the same weight as
the equivalent electro-mechanical system but at 500 psi it will be about one half the
weight. While the 500 psi cylinder and hose must have thicker walls to accommodate
the higher pressure, the bore size to achieve the same force is smaller at 500 psi resulting
in overall lighter components.
2.8 Discussion
The key result of this study is that for applications where the output power is less than
100 W a hydraulic solution will be lighter than the equivalent electromechanical solution
only if the hydraulics runs at high pressure. For example, Fig. 2.20 shows that a 100 W
electromechanical system is predicted to weigh 428 g while a 100 W hydraulic system
running at 1000 psi is predicted to weigh 63 g, about seven times lighter. While the
exact numbers are system dependent (for example, as the power source is placed further
away, the drag in small hydraulic lines become significant,) the conclusion is clear: for
tiny, light hydraulic systems the operating pressure must be high.
There is an upper limit on the pressure. For equal force, the higher the pressure
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the smaller the bore of the cylinder but Fig. 2.4 shows that efficiency rapidly drops
if the bore becomes too small. Low efficiency is problematic because a large, heavy
power source is needed to provide the energy required by the application and because
the wasted energy results in heating that cannot be carried away by the tiny amount of
circulating fluid. Thus, efficiency considerations lead to an effective lower limit on size,
about 4 mm, and therefore an upper limit on pressure.
Because tiny high pressure hydraulic components are not available, small hydraulic
systems are currently run at low pressures, often using pneumatic components that are
small and light but generally limited to about 200 psi. (One exception is the small
custom cylinder for the prototype prosthetic finger by Love [7].) Thus, there is a need
for small components that operate at high pressures and are at the weight predicted by
(2.17) and (2.25).
The limitation of this study is that it ignores the power supply and control means,
which are significant components of the complete system. Analyzing only the distal
components still provides guidance to the designer for two reasons. First, it is often
the distally mounted components that are most weight sensitive and second, including
the power supply and control would not change the main conclusion which is that tiny
hydraulics should be run at high pressure to minimize weight.
Turning to the complete hydraulic system, hydraulic power supplies are typically
large and heavy and traditional throttling control valves are inefficient. For truly
lightweight, low power, mobile systems such as powered hand tools and powered or-
thotics, compact sources of high pressure fluid using pumps driven by battery powered
electric motors or by tiny, high power density internal combustion engines are needed.
Tiny cartridge piston pumps are available but have a modest efficiency of about 30%
at 500 psi. There is also a need for tiny, high pressure, low flow hydraulic control
valves that operate in an efficient on-off switching mode. The common PWM drivers
for electric motors are efficient, and equivalent fluid power valves are under research
[79]. Low-pressure, low flow digital MEMS valves are used in micro-fluidics, but are not
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suitable for transmitting power in the one to 100 W range.
Other problems with tiny hydraulics for human-scale applications that must be
solved include leakage of oil into the environment, which calls for developing low friction,
leakless seals; cavitation of the fluid, which may be a significant problem for oil running
through small passages at low pressure and high velocity; and creating designs that
integrate structure, conduit, valving and cylinders to minimize weight by eliminating
fittings.
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Chapter 3
Modeling of Tiny Hydraulic
Cylinders
This chapter was published in 52nd National Conference on Fluid Power, Las Vegas,
March 23-25, 2011.
Objective: To investigate the efficiency of four hydraulic cylinder configurations
with cylinder bore size between 1 and 10 mm. The configurations were: (1) no piston
seal, no rod seal; (2) no piston seal, rod seal; (3) piston seal, no rod seal; (4) piston
seal, rod seal. The influence of operating conditions, geometrical parameters and fluid
properties on cylinder force efficiency, volumetric efficiency and overall efficiency were
modeled. Methods: Empirical formulas were used to predict O-ring seal friction and
leakage. Analytical solutions were used to predict viscous drag force and leakage of
clearance seals. Results: With 10 micron clearance seal, cylinders with configuration
(2) have higher overall efficiency than those with configuration (4). The difference
increases as bore size decreases, and is significant for bores between 1 and 10 mm.
The result reverses with 20 micron clearance seal. The cylinder force efficiency can be
greater than one in some cases because of viscous drag forces on the piston. Discussion:
Conventional cylinders have configuration (4) because most fluid power applications are
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high power with large bore cylinders. Differences between configuration (2) and (4)
are small for large bore size. For new fluid power applications such as medical devices,
tiny bore size cylinders are needed. Configuration (2) is a useful design option in such
applications because it not only saves a piston seal, but also improves cylinder efficiency.
Configuration (1) is not feasible for hydraulic systems. However it may be viable for
pneumatic systems. Commercial examples of configuration (1) exist.
3.1 Introduction
Hydraulic cylinders are commonly sealed by rubber seals to increase volumetric efficiency
and to prevent hydraulic oil leaking into surrounding environment. There is a tradeoff
between the cylinder volumetric efficiency and the cylinder force efficiency [10]. The
higher the volumetric efficiency, the lower the force efficiency will be. With both cylinder
piston and rod sealed by rubber seals, the room for further improving cylinder efficiency
is physically limited. Furthermore, rubber seals produce detrimental friction force in
tiny devices [22]. Alternatively, clearance seals can be used to replace rubber seals to
reduce the sealing friction force [26]. Clearance seals are more favorable in tiny devices
since viscous friction force dominates in these seals.
To explore new ways of improving the cylinder efficiency in tiny hydraulic cylinders,
four cylinder configurations were conceived and compared side by side. The four cylinder
configurations to be modeled are color-coded and labeled as (1) through (4) in Figure
3.1. The black dots in the figure represent O-ring seals. O-ring seals were chosen as the
sealing elements due to its simplicity. Analytical solutions for O-ring seal friction and
leakage exist in the literature ([12, 37, 38, 48]).
3.2 Cylinder Efficiency Modeling
Since piston seal was the focus of this study, only the outstroke was modelled. Parame-
ters used in the modelling process are summarized in Table 3.1. The sealed element in
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Figure 3.1: Four cylinder configurations with different sealing strategies.
the table refers to either piston or rod. The physical meaning of δ and l is illustrated
in Figure 3.2. O-ring squeeze ratio  is defined in (3.7).
Table 3.1: Parameters to be used in the modelling process
VAR PHYSICAL MEANING UNIT
P Operating pressure MPa
D Sealed element diameter mm
µ Fluid absolute viscosity Pa·s
U Sealed element velocity mm/s
δ Clearance gap size m
l Sealed element width mm
d O-ring cross-section diameter mm
E O-ring Young’s modulus MPa
 O-ring squeeze ratio —–
3.2.1 Clearance Seal Model
The viscous friction force and the leakage flow across a concentric clearance seal can be
modelled with (3.1) and (3.2)
fu =
pi · δ · P ·D
2
− pi · µ · U ·D · l
δ
(3.1)
qu =
pi · P ·D · δ3
12 · µ · l +
pi · U · δ ·D
2
(3.2)
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The sub-script u represents the unsealed situation, that is with a clearance seal. The
meaning of other parameters is illustrated in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Parameters illustration for a clearance seal
The viscous friction force fu can be treated as a super-imposition of pressure-induced
and velocity-induced friction. If sealed element velocity U is zero, then only pressure-
induced friction exists, and vice versa. Pressure-induced and velocity-induced gap flow
velocity distribution is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Since the direction of viscous friction
force is the same as gap flow velocity gradient [2], the pressure-induced friction is in the
same direction as gap flow velocity, and the velocity-induced friction is in the opposite
direction as gap flow velocity. Therefore the direction of fu is determined by the relative
magnitude of the operating pressure P and the sealed element velocity U . If pressure-
induced friction is smaller than velocity-induced friction, then fu is in the opposite
direction as U , thus hindering sealed element movement. Conversely, fu will be in the
same direction as U , thus helping sealed element movement.
Since both pressure-induced and velocity-induced gap flows are in the same direction
as the gap flow velocity, the leakage flow qu is always in the same direction as U .
3.2.2 Rubber O-ring Seal Model
Reference [12] gives an analytical solution for rubber O-ring seal friction, as shown in
(3.3), where sub-script s represents sealed situation, i.e., with an O-ring seal, µf is the
friction coefficient between the O-ring seal and the structural wall, and r is the O-ring
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Figure 3.3: Pressure-induced (1st row) and velocity-induced (2nd row) gap flow velocity
distribution
cross-sectional radius. Variables d, d1 and d2 are defined in Figure 4.
fs = 2 · pi · µf · d1 · r · E ·
(
1− d1 − d2
4 · r
)
·
√
1− (d1 − d2)
2
16 · r2 (3.3)
Figure 3.4: An O-ring seal before and after installation
To convert this solution to an expression that uses variables defined in Table 3.1.
The following variables are defined
d = 2 · r (3.4)
g =
d1 − d2
2
(3.5)
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D = d1 (3.6)
 =
d− g
d
= 1− d1 − d2
4 · r (3.7)
Substituting (3.4) - (3.7) into (3.3) following results in
fs = pi · µf ·D · d · E ·  ·
√
2 · − 2 (3.8)
In the hydrodynamic lubrication domain, µf can be expressed as [48]
µf = C ·
√
µ · U
P
(3.9)
where C is a constant related to operating conditions.
Moreover, µf = 0.3 ∼ 0.5 for well finished and sufficient lubricated sealed surfaces
[12]. If µf = 0.4, µ = 0.1 Pa·s, U = 0.1 m/s and P = 10 MPa are nominal operating
conditions, then
µf =
 12650 ·
√
µ · U/P if P 6= 0
4 · √µ · U if P = 0
(3.10)
Equations (3.8) and (3.10) provide a set of equations for O-ring seal friction estima-
tion.
Pressure-energized seals such as O-ring seals are normally designed to operate in a
fully lubricated condition [15]. The seal rides on a thin film of lubricant which provides
the final sealing barrier, retained in position by the surface tension of the film. Reference
[37] gives an experimental formula for O-ring sealing film thickness hc
hc
s
= 2.99 ·
( µ · U
σm · s
)0.71
(3.11)
where s is the O-ring contact width, and σm is the maximum O-ring contact pressure.
Figure 3.5 further illustrates the definition of these two variables. The parameters used
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to achieve this formula spanned a wide range: U = 20 ∼ 300 mm/s, P = 1 ∼ 15 MPa,
µ = 0.47 & 0.08 Pa s, E = 3.9 ∼ 20.5 MPa,  = 0.07 ∼ 0.17, and d = 3 & 5.5 mm.
Figure 3.5: Illustration of O-ring contact width and maximum contact pressure
Since the gap flow has a linear velocity distribution at hc [12], the average leakage
flow velocity equals to half of the sealed element velocity. Therefore the leakage flow
across the sealed element is
qs = pi ·D · hc · U
2
(3.12)
Substituting (3.11) into (3.12) gives
qs = 1.495 · pi ·D · µ0.71 · U1.71 · σ−0.71m · s0.29 (3.13)
In a loaded situation the O-ring contact width s and the maximum contact pressure
σm can be expressed as [38]
s = d · (2 · + 0.13) + d · T (3.14)
σm = 0.67 · E · (2 · + 0.13) + 3.6 · P/pi (3.15)
where
T =
[ 0.39
1−  − 0.5 · (2 · + 0.13)
]
·
[
1− e−4.6·PE
]
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Equations (3.13) ∼ (3.15) provides a set of equations for O-ring seal leakage estima-
tion.
3.2.3 Cylinder efficiency model
Cylinder force efficiency and volumetric efficiency are defined as
ηf =
Far
Fir
(3.16)
ηv =
Qi
Qa
(3.17)
where Far and Qa are actual rod force and flow rate into cylinder chamber, and Fir
and Qi are the ideal rod force and flow rate into cylinder chamber, defined as
Fir = P · piB
2
4
(3.18)
Qi = Uar · piB
2
4
(3.19)
where B is cylinder bore size and Uar is actual rod speed. Cylinder overall efficiency
is
η = ηf · ηv = Far · Uar
P ·Qa (3.20)
The force efficiency for configuration (1) through (4) can be expressed as
ηf1 =
Fir + fup + fur
Fir
(3.21)
ηf2 =
Fir + fup − fsr
Fir
(3.22)
ηf3 =
Fir − fsp + fur
Fir
(3.23)
ηf4 =
Fir − fsp − fsr
Fir
(3.24)
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where
fup =
pi · δ · P ·Dp
2
− pi · µ · Uar ·Dp · l
δ
(3.25)
fur = −pi · µ · Uar ·Dr · l
δ
(3.26)
fsr = 4 · pi ·
√
µ · Uar ·Dr · d · E ·  ·
√
2− 2 (3.27)
fsp = 12650 · pi ·
√
µ · Uar
P
·B · d · E ·  ·
√
2− 2 (3.28)
where Dp and Dr represent piston diameter and rod diameter respectively. The plus
sign is used for clearance seal friction and the minus sign for O-ring seal friction. The
reason is the direction of clearance seal friction depends on the relative magnitude of
operating pressure and rod velocity, while the direction of O-ring seal friction is always
in the opposite direction of rod speed.
The volumetric efficiency for configuration (1) through configuration (4) can be
expressed as
ηv1 = ηv2 =
Qi
Qi + qup
(3.29)
ηv3 = ηv4 =
Qi
Qi + qsp
(3.30)
where
qup =
pi · P ·Dp · δ3
12 · µ · l +
pi · Uar · δ ·Dp
2
(3.31)
qsp = 1.495 · pi ·B · µ0.71 · U1.71ar · σ−0.71m · s0.29 (3.32)
Since only outstroke was modelled, leakage across the piston seal determines the
volumetric efficiency. Since leakage across both the clearance seal and the O-ring seal
is in the same direction as rod speed, the plus sign is used before both leakage terms.
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3.3 Simulation Results
Equations (3.16) - (3.32) were used to model the efficiency of cylinder configuration
(1) through (4). Following nominal values were used in the simulations: P = 10 MPa,
µ = 0.1 Pa·s, Uar = 0.1 m/s, l = 10 mm, d = 1 mm, E = 10 MPa and  = 0.1.
Since configuration (1) and (3) do not have rod seals, they are not feasible for hydraulic
cylinders. Following discussions emphasize on configuration (2) and (4).
Figure 3.6 and figure 3.7 show the cylinder overall efficiency versus bore size with
20 and 10 micron clearance gap sizes. The gap size modeling can be found in [80]. The
results show that the difference between configuration (4) and (2) becomes bigger as
bore size decreases, and the difference becomes significant for bore size smaller than 10
mm. With a 20 micron clearance gap size, configuration (4) has higher efficiency than
configuration (2), but the situation reverses if 10 micron gap size is used. This means
configuration (2) is a better option than configuration (4) if the clearance gap can be
made small. The benefits of configuration (2) become more significant in small bore
size cylinders.
Figure 3.8 shows cylinder force efficiency versus bore size. An interesting phe-
nomenon is that the force efficiency of configuration (1) can be greater than one. This
phenomenon does not contradict energy conservation laws because the cylinder overall
efficiency is always smaller than one. Clearance seals can generate positive drag force,
which assists the piston and rod movement. Because there is a trade-off between force
efficiency and volumetric efficiency, a force efficiency being higher than one means that
volumetric efficiency is sacrificed, which can be seen in Figure 3.9.
3.4 Conclusion
Four cylinder configurations were conceived, modeled and analyzed. Empirical formulas
were used to model O-ring seals, and analytical solutions were used to model clearance
seals. Simulation results showed taking piston seals out can improve hydraulic cylinder
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Figure 3.6: Cylinder overall efficiency vs. bore size ( δ = 20 µm)
Figure 3.7: Cylinder overall efficiency vs. bore size ( δ = 10 µm)
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Figure 3.8: Cylinder force efficiency vs. bore size ( δ = 10 µm)
Figure 3.9: Volumetric efficiency vs. bore size ( δ = 10 µm)
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overall efficiency if the clearance gap is small. The benefits of removing seals become
significant as bore size decreases.
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Chapter 4
Experimentally Validated
Efficiency Models of O-ring Seals
for Tiny Hydraulic Cylinders
This chapter was published in Proceedings of ASME/Bath 2014 Symposium on Fluid
Power & Motion Control, FPMC 2014, September 10-12, 2014, Bath, United Kingdom.
4.1 Introduction
Large-scale hydraulic systems are well known for their high power density advantage
compared to other technologies [39], which is why hydraulics are widely used in heavy-
duty machines such as excavators. A recent study revealed that this power density
advantage is maintained for tiny hydraulic systems [81], which makes hydraulic systems
appealing for unthethered human-scale devices such as protheses, orthotheses and hand
tools where high power and a small package are needed [7, 82].
Linear hydraulic cylinders are the most common actuators for a hydraulic system
because they are simpler and far more efficient than rotary hydraulic motors. For most
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systems, cylinder efficiency is not of concern because the overall system efficiency is
dominated by the efficiency of pumps and valves. In small-scale systems, however,
cylinder efficiency matters because while cylinder force varies with area, cylinder loss
varies with diameter. Thus cylinder efficiency models are needed at the small scale to
fully understand the overall efficiency of tiny hydraulic systems.
Analytical efficiency models for small-bore hydraulic cylinders were developed in a
previous paper [83]. It was shown that cylinder efficiency degrades as bore decreases,
and that efficiency drops precipitously when the bore drops below 1 cm, reinforcing the
need for efficiency models at small sizes. Since validated models for a clearance gap seal
are readily available [84], the purpose of this work was to validate a simple model for a
rubber seal.
4.2 Cylinder Efficiency Model
4.2.1 Leakage
The fluid leakage across the O-ring was modeled as
ql = 1.495 · pi ·B · µ0.71 · U1.71r · σ−0.71m · s0.29 (4.1)
where B is the cylinder bore size, µ is the fluid viscosity, Ur is piston speed, σm is the
maximum O-ring contact pressure and s is the O-ring contact width [37, 38].
4.2.2 Friction
The cylinder force efficiency is mainly determined by the O-ring squeeze ratio, which
indicates how tight the seal is. The higher the squeeze ratio, the tighter the seal and
the smaller the leakage. A tighter seal, however, means more friction, which degrades
force efficiency. Because of its importance, the O-ring squeeze ratio model is presented
first.
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The O-ring cross-sectional diameter after it is placed in the piston groove, but before
the piston assembly is inserted into the cylinder block is
ds = d · (1− δ) (4.2)
where d is the original O-ring cross-sectional diameter, and δ is the O-ring cross-sectional
diameter reduction percentage, which can be read from a handbook chart [85]. The O-
ring squeeze ratio  is then be calculated as
 =
ds − (B −Dg)/2
ds
(4.3)
where B is the cylinder bore, Dg is the piston groove diameter and (B −Dg)/2 is the
O-ring cross-sectional diameter after installation.
The O-ring friction force was modeled as
fs = pi · µf ·B · d · E ·  ·
√
2 · − 2 (4.4)
where µf is the friction coefficient between the O-ring and the cylinder wall, B is
the cylinder bore, d is the original O-ring cross-sectional diameter and E is Young’s
modulus for the O-ring material [12]. For O-ring seals, µf = 0.3 to 0.5 for well finished
and sufficiently lubricated sealed surfaces [12] and a typical modulus for elastomeric
seals is 10 MPa.
4.2.3 Force Efficiency
The pressure for an ideal cylinder is
Pi =
M
Ap
(4.5)
where M is the load, and Ap is the piston area.
The actual pressure Pa in the cylinder is smaller than the ideal pressure because of
the O-ring friction
Pa =
M − fs
Ap
(4.6)
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Therefore, the cylinder force efficiency is
η =
Pa
Pi
(4.7)
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Test Apparatus
Three sets of pistons and matching cylinder blocks were fabricated for validation testing
with bore sizes 4, 6 and 9 mm (Fig. 4.1). For high precision, the pistons were machined
from tight-tolerance precision ground rod. The cylinder block inner wall was brought
to its final dimension using a reamer. Piston grooves were machined into the piston
rod with dimensions according to [85], except that the piston groove diameter was
intentionally made larger than that specified in the handbook to achieve 14% squeeze
ratio as defined by (4.3). Fillets with dimension 0.002” were cut on both the upper and
lower portion of the groove to facilitate O-ring mounting. The rings were lubricated
before mounting. The overall piston length was less than 10 times the bore to minimize
rod bending [75] and alinear bearing was mounted at the top of the cylinder block to
vertically constrain the motion of the piston and to minimize side loading on the seal.
Figure 4.1: Pistons with O-ring seals and matching cylinder blocks
The cylinder block was fixed to a rigid frame (Fig. 4.2). A loading block whose mass
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could be varied was suspended above the piston and was able to move up and down
on a low-friction linear slide. The load block was carefully aligned to eliminate side
loading on the piston and piston seal. The hydraulic chamber under the piston head
was connected by tubing to a needle valve that could be adjusted to control the speed
of descent of the load pressing down on the other end of the piston rod as hydraulic oil
passed through the valve and into a reservoir that was open to atmosphere. Another set
of valves connected the cylinder to a small hydraulic axial piston pump whose purpose
was to run oil from the reservoir into the cylinder, extending the piston and raising the
load for the start of a test. During testing, the pump was disconnected from the circuit.
Figure 4.2: Cylinder efficiency test stand
An analog output pressure gauge (PX309-300G5V, Omega Engineering) was con-
nected between the cylinder and the valve to measure cylinder pressure and a linear
potentiometer (LCP12Y,ETI Systems) was attached to the load to measure piston po-
sition. Pressure and position sensor signals were digitized using a USB data acquisition
system (USB-6008, National Instruments). The piston force was determined by mea-
suring the weight of the load block using a digital scale.
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4.3.2 Test Protocol
The test protocol involved collecting data during a steady state descent of the load
whose speed was determined by setting the needle valve. Test conditions covered a
range of loads and a range of descent speeds. The advantages of using this protocol
were that the motion was smooth compared to the flow ripple that results from pump-
driven motion and that slow speeds could be attained through minimal cracking of the
valve. An example cylinder pressure measurement during a load descent trial is shown
in Fig. 4.3, which demonstrates essentially constant output. An example of slow speed
motion is shown in Fig. 4.4 where the velocity is about 1 mm/s and the staircase profile
of the position record is caused by ADC quantization.
Figure 4.3: Pressure recorded during a typical characterization trial where the load was
descending
A trial started by moving the load to its raised position using the pump after which
the pump was disconnected from the circuit by closing the pump valve. Weights were
added to the load block to reach the desired test condition. The needle valve was
opened to the desired position and position and pressure sensors were sampled as the
load descended. The position record was fit to a straight line to estimate piston velocity.
The force on the piston was calculated from the load weight and the cylinder pressure
from the pressure sensor. The corresponding O-ring efficiency for that test condition
was calculated using (4.7). Loads were applied to produce cylinder pressures from about
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Figure 4.4: Piston position during a slow (1 mm/s) load descent
3.5 to 20.7 bar and speeds were set from about 1 to 20 mm/s. Before each set of tests,
the system was bled to eliminate dissolved air. This was done by leaving the system
under load for 24 hours.
To measure O-ring leakage, the piston was extended to its maximum height and
loaded with the maximum weight with all valves closed, locking the piston in place.
The initial position was estimated by collecting data from the position sensor for 5
minutes. At the 2.5 hour mark, the position sensor was sampled for 5 minutes. At the
64 hour mark (to completely eliminate air bubbles), another 5 minutes of position data
was sampled. At the 88 hour mark, a final 5 minutes of position data was collected.
4.4 Results
Figs. 4.5 through 4.8 compare the cylinder force efficiency as a function of pressure
calculated from experiment data (the markers) to the efficiency predicted by the model
(the lines) for the three sizes of cylinders and two piston speeds. The friction coefficient
µf between the O-ring and the cylinder wall depends on the lubricating condition and
because lubrication can only be estimated, we show the model as upper (dotted line)
and lower (dashed line) bounds using the minimum and maximum values of µf friction
coefficient. Fig. 4.8 shows efficiency as a function of bore size for two cylinder pressures.
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Figure 4.5: Cylinder force efficiency with pressure, 4 mm bore
Figure 4.6: Cylinder force efficiency with pressure, 6 mm bore
Figure 4.7: Cylinder force efficiency with pressure, 9 mm bore
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Figure 4.8: Cylinder force efficiency with bore size
Fig. 4.9 shows the position of the cylinder during the leak test with the initial
position set to 0 microns. At 2.5 hours, the data is oscillating between -100 and -200
microns because escaping air bubbles in the fluid causing noise on the position signal.
At 64 and 88 hours, the position is fixed at −200 microns.
Figure 4.9: Piston position during O-ring leak test
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Seal Leakage
The leakage model in (4.1) predicts leakage by a moving seal, however, because the
leakage is small, measuring the flow rate out the cylinder and the piston velocity with
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the required precision was not feasible. The experiment did show (Fig. 4.9) that leakage
is insubstantial as the piston did not move over many hours of being under load. From
this we conclude that in our case the cylinder volumetric efficiency is essentially 100%
and that the overall efficiency for small bore cylinders is dominated by the seal friction.
Seal Friction
The results show that the friction model of (4.4) predicted the measured piston force
efficiency for all three sizes and across the entire tested operating range as can be seen
most clearly in Fig. 4.8.
Typically, an O-ring squeeze ratio between 7%-15% is an acceptable range for the
O-ring to perform well [15]. A 14% squeeze ratio was selected for the cylinders tested in
this study to ensure there would be sufficient friction to measure in the experiment. Figs.
4.5 - Fig. 4.7 show that the piston efficiency is close to 100% when the pressure is high,
despite the high O-ring squeeze ratio, and that efficiency rolls off with lower pressure
as expected. In applications where low friction was paramount, it would be possible to
fabricate a cylinder with a lower squeeze ratio seal which would raise efficiency at lower
pressures. Using a squeeze ratio over 15% is not recommended as the friction goes up
substantially and the O-ring may become stretched. The O-ring stretch percentage is
σ =
Dg −Di
Di
· 100 (4.8)
where Dg is the mounting groove diameter, and Di is the O-ring inner diameter. The
stretch percentage is directly related to the squeeze ratio, and to avoid damage should
not exceed the limit established by good design practice [85].
Equation (4.4) states that the seal friction does not change with piston velocity.
This is approximately the case in Figs. 4.5 – 4.8 and implies that speed need not be
taken into account when computing cylinder efficiency for cases where the seal is leak
free or almost leak free.
Closer examination of the figures, and particularly Fig. 4.7 for 9 mm bore, reveals
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that efficiency does depend somewhat on speed. This is because friction coefficient µf
in (4.4) changes, which can be explained by the Stribeck curve shown in Fig. 4.10
that shows the variation of the friction between two liquid lubricated surfaces [86]. In
our experiment, cylinder efficiency improved with speed, which indicates that as speed
increased, friction was likely moving down the Stribeck curve in the mixed friction
region.
Figure 4.10: Typical Stribeck curve showing how friction depends on speed. Three
friction regions are identified: boundary, mixed and fluid, or hydrodynamic. The pistons
had lower friction (more efficient) at higher speeds, which indicates moving down the
curve in the mixed friction region.
4.6 Conclusion
The main conclusion from this study is that a simple mathematical model for an O-
ring is sufficient to describe the friction and leakage for a small hydraulic cylinder.
Further, the experiments showed that for a small cylinder, an O-ring seal is essentially
leak-free, which means that cylinder efficiency depends only on friction. Therefore, when
developing system models for tiny hydraulic systems, small cylinders may be represented
by a cylinder force efficiency modeled by (4.4). The experiments also showed that the
simple model is not sufficient to describe detailed behavior such as the small changes in
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friction that occur with piston speed.
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Chapter 5
Efficiency Models for Small
Hydraulic Pumps
5.1 Introduction
Human-scale devices such as prostheses, orthoses and hand tools require large force, slow
speed, light weight and small size, which matches the high power density characteristics
of hydraulic systems [87, 77]. Traditionally, human-scale devices have been driven by
electro-mechanical systems since small-scale electric motors, gears and batteries are
readily available. Hydraulic power systems, however, can provide higher power density
than the equivalent electro-mechanical systems at human-scale power range [88], but
small-scale hydraulic pumps, hoses and cylinders are not commercially available.
Since the pump is the heart of a hydraulic system, its size, weight and efficiency are
of great concern for tiny mobile hydraulic systems. Existing models of pump efficiency
typically contain empirical formulas [2] or are derived from finite element analysis [89].
The empirical models assume that pump efficiency is correlated to known parameters
such as operating pressure, shaft speed, and fluid viscosity, then use experimental data
to identify the unknown coefficients of the proposed efficiency model. While this method
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is helpful in terms of analyzing the performance of existing pumps, it cannot predict the
performance of new pumps, including new small-scale pumps. Finite element models
can predict and optimize the performance of any proposed pump and are excellent for
optimizing a design, but a detailed FEM analysis is time consuming and not suited
for system level design decisions. Simplified analytical models based on the physics of
mechanics and fluid flow have about the accuracy of empirical models and are easily
integrated into system-level models.
The focus of this Chapter is to develop analytic efficiency models for two common
types of hydraulic pumps. The first is the hydraulic vane pump, which is lighter than
any other type of pump with the same displacement [90]. Balanced vane pumps (also
called double-stroke vane pumps) are preferable than single-stroke vane pumps because
they are more compact than single stroke vane pumps [2]. Additionally, balanced vane
pumps have little side load on the pump shaft due to the hydraulic pressure balance.
Small side load reduces friction torque, which increases pump mechanical efficiency.
The second type is the hydraulic piston pump, which has the highest efficiency
among all pump types [2]. Alhough piston pumps are generally heavier than equivalent
vane pumps, their high efficiency can offset the heavier weight because higher pump
efficiency indicates a smaller and lighter prime mover to drive the pump. Axial piston
pumps are less efficient than bent-axis piston pumps, but are lighter and structurally
simpler [90].
5.2 Vane Pump Model
5.2.1 Geometry
The typical structure of a balanced vane pump is shown in Fig. 5.1 with the corre-
sponding symbols identified in Table 5.1. The rotor-vane assembly rotates with the
pump driving shaft within the elliptic cam ring. The pump has two inlet and two outlet
diametrical ports, which balance the pressure load on the driving shaft [91]. When the
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vanes are driven across the inlet ports, the fluid is sucked into the chamber between the
vanes due to the chamber volume expansion and when the vanes are driven across the
outlet ports, the fluid is squeezed out due to the chamber volume reduction.
Figure 5.1: Layout of a hydraulic balanced vane pump.
For the vane pump shown in Fig. 5.1, the pump displacement without leakage is
Vth = 2 · z · b ·
{pi
z
· (R22 −R21)− w · (R2 −R1)
}
(5.1)
For the case where w · z/[pi · (R2 +R1)] 1, which is true when the vanes are thin, the
pump displacement can be simplified to
Vth = 2 · pi · b · (R22 −R21) (5.2)
5.2.2 Mechanical Efficiency
The mechanical efficiency for a hydraulic balanced vane pump is
ηm =
Tth
Tth + Tn + Tb
(5.3)
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Table 5.1: Vane pump symbols.
Var Description Unit
R1 cam ring small radius m
R2 cam ring large radius m
R rotor radius m
z number of vanes —
n rotor speed rpm
w vane thickness m
b vane width m
µ fluid viscosity Pa·s
δ gap height between rotor & side plate m
Ps pump suction pressure Pa
Pd pump delivery pressure Pa
∆P pressure difference across pump (Pd − Ps) Pa
λ friction coefficient between vane tip & cam ring —
where Tth is the torque required to drive the pump shaft without considering friction,
Tn is the torque required to overcome the friction between the vane tip and the cam
ring, and Tb is the torque required to overcome the shaft bearing and oil seal friction.
Because Tb is independent of the pump operating pressure ∆p [49] and because the
shaft bearing friction can be balanced by a proper design of the pump inlet and outlet
ports, Tb is not considered in (5.3). Therefore, the mechanical efficiency is estimated as
ηm =
Tth
Tth + Tn
(5.4)
Using power conservation and the relation between pump torque and pressure (see
[2] and [49]), Tth and Tn can be expressed as
Tth =
Vth
2 · pi ·∆P (5.5)
Tn = λ · z · R1 +R2
2
· w · b ·∆P
2
(5.6)
where w ·b ·∆P/2 is the average fluid pressure force acting on each vane and (R1 +R2)/2
is the average moment arm.
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5.2.3 Volumetric Efficiency
There are three causes of volumetric flow losses in a hydraulic balanced vane pump:
the gap between the vane tip and the cam ring, the gap between the vanes and the
rotor, and the gap between the rotor and the side plates. The gap between the vanes
and the side plates is neglected because for most pumps it is small compared to the
area between the rotor and side plates. The first loss is small since the pump can be
designed so that the vanes press against the cam ring during the whole pumping cycle.
The second factor is also small because long vane guides are generally used to reduce
the side load on the vanes. Therefore, only the third factor will be used to estimate
volumetric efficiency.
The flow between the rotor and the side plates can be modeled as a slip flow between
two parallel flat plates [2], modified to the pump geometry
Q =
U · b · d
2
− b · d
3
12 · µ ·
dp
dx
(5.7)
where U is the upper plate travel velocity, b is the plate width, d is the gap height
between the two plates and dp/dx is the pressure gradient along the x axis.
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the slip flow differential.
Assuming both the rotor and the side plate are fixed (U = 0) the radial flow due to
the centrifugal action is negligible. The slip flow taking place in the parallel channels
of width dy and length 2R sinφ (Fig. 5.2) can be determined by adapting (5.7) with
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U = 0, b = dy, y = R cosφ, dx = 2R sinφ, and assuming d = δ and dp = ∆p, which
results in
dQs = − δ
3
24µ
· ∆p
R sinφ
· dy
= − δ
3
24µ
· ∆p
R sinφ
· (−R sinφ) · dφ
=
δ3∆p
24µ
· dφ (5.8)
The total slip flow through the gap between the rotor and the side plate is found by
integrating the differential slip flow
Qs = 2
∫ pi
2
0
δ3 ·∆p
24 · µ · dφ =
pi · δ3 ·∆p
24 · µ (5.9)
The pump flow rate if there were no leakage is
Qth = Vth · n/60 (5.10)
where Vth is from (5.2) for thin vanes or (5.1) for thick vanes. Accounting for both two
side plates, the pump volumetric efficiency is therefore
ηv =
Qth − 2 ·Qs
Qth
=
Vth − 5piδ
3∆p
µ
Vth
(5.11)
5.2.4 Overall Efficiency
The overall efficiency for a hydraulic balanced vane pump combines the mechanical and
volumetric efficiencies and can be expressed as a function of cam lift CL and bearing
number BN
η = ηm · ηv = CL− C/BN
CL+ λ · z · w/4 (5.12)
where
CL = R2 −R1 (5.13)
BN =
µ · n
∆p
(5.14)
C =
5 · δ3
2 · b · (R2 +R1) (5.15)
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Equation (5.12) shows that pump efficiency can be improved by changing cam lift
CL, the number of vanes z, the vane thickness w and the friction coefficient λ between
the vane tip and the cam ring. Increasing cam lift, however, is constrained by the
flow requirement for a specific application. Decreasing vane thickness is constrained by
material stiffness and yield strength. The number of vanes must be even to balance the
pressure force. The friction coefficient is fixed by the material property and the pressing
force between the vane tip and the cam ring. Therefore, optimizing efficiency requires
careful adjustment of these key design parameters.
Pump efficiency is a function of displacement with efficiency going down as displace-
ment decreases, as shown in Fig. 5.3, which was derived from the efficiency model
developed above. The reason the efficiency drops with pump size is that pump power is
proportional to pump volume while pump leakage and friction losses are proportional to
the pump surface area. As the size decreases the volume to surface area ratio increases,
resulting in the efficiency drop. The drop is particularly pronounced at the smallest
scale, which means that the design of miniature pumps is challenging and that below a
certain size, pump loss will dominate system efficiency.
Figure 5.3: Efficiency as a function of displacment for a vane pump.
Fig. 5.4 shows the sensitivity of the pump efficiency model to several key design
parameters. The nominal operating conditions used to generate these data were 2000 psi
outlet pressure, 2000 rpm shaft speed, and mineral oil as the working fluid. The results
will be different if different operating conditions are used. From the figure it can be
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seen that vane pump efficiency is most sensitive to rotor radius and the vane material
yield strength, which determines the vane thickness. The sensitivity to rotor radius is
in line with the scaling law shown in Fig. 5.3, which is that for a fixed pump size, the
bigger the rotor, the smaller the cam lift, and hence the lower the efficiency. Based on
the sensitivity results, to maximize efficiency, one should minimize the rotor size and
use fabricate vanes from a high yield-strength material. Note that the safety factor was
used in the process of sizing the vane thickness.
Figure 5.4: Sensitivity of the hydraulic balanced vane pump efficiency model.
5.2.5 Model Validation
The efficiency model was validated using data from the Eaton-Vickers V10/V20 line of
pumps. Fourteen pumps with displacement ranging from 3.3 cc/rev to 42.4 cc/rev were
analyzed. Internal dimensions and operating conditions were obtained from the pump
manufacturer and used as parameters in the efficiency model to generate a theoretical
efficiency for a particular pump. Catalog data for the measured efficiency of the same
pump were used to generate the experimental efficiency. The results are shown in Fig.
5.5.
The modeled efficiency is 10 to 15% higher than the measured efficiency over the
entire output power range. This is in line with the fact that minor losses such as that
due to fluid compressibility, inlet suction and outlet delivery were not considered in
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Figure 5.5: Validation of the efficiency model for the vane pump.
the model. Despite this difference, the model is sufficiently accurate to enable top-level
design decisions.
5.3 Piston Pump Model
5.3.1 Geometry
The typical structure of a hydraulic axial piston pump and its key dimensions are shown
in Fig. 5.6. The symbols definitions are provided in Table 5.2. The cylinder block and
the pistons rotate together with the pump driving shaft while the slipper pads are in
continual contact with the swash-plate. Like the vane pump, hydraulic fluid is sucked
into and squeezed out of the pump through the valve plate due to the change in cylinder
chamber volume as the pump rotates. The gaps between the slipper pads and the swash
plate, between the pistons and the cylinder walls, and between the cylinder block and
the valve plate allow the rotational and translational movements, while at the same
time cause leakage and friction losses.
The analytical efficiency model of the axial piston pump is more complicated than
that of the vane pump because both translational and rotational motions are involved
during the pumping cycle, friction and leakage losses happen in three facing gaps, none
of which can be neglected, and the piston may contact the cylinder wall due to the
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Figure 5.6: Key geometrical dimensions associated with the piston pump efficiency
modeling.
Table 5.2: Piston pump symbols.
Var Description Unit
dp piston diameter m
Rp pitch radius m
lp piston length m
w shaft speed rad/s
z number of pistons —
α swash-plate angle deg
P operating pressure Pa
µ fluid viscosity Pa·s
hp gap height between piston & cylinder wall m
hs gap height between slipper pad & swash-plate m
hv gap height between valve plate & cylinder block m
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centrifugal forces. Thus an average model over the pumping cycle is derived.
5.3.2 Basic Equations
Before formulating the mechanical and volumetric efficiencies, the basic equations that
describe the pistion pump operation are needed. Detailed derivations of the mechanical
and volumetric efficiency of a hydraulic axial piston motor are found in references [50,
92, 90]. In this paper the appropriate transformations are used to adapt those models
to a piston pump, aided by the basic equations derived in this section.
The piston cross-section area is
Ap =
pi
4
· d2p (5.16)
The distance between the origin O and the ball joint at the outer dead point (ODP) is
lBO = Rp · tanα (5.17)
The pump displacement at ODP, which is the maximum single piston displacement, can
be derived using eq. (A2) in [50]
Vpmax =
Ap ·Rp · tanα · 2 · pi
2 · sin[pi/(2 · z)] (5.18)
The pump displacement at ODP can also be expressed as
Vpmax = Ap · (lp − lBO − lF ) (5.19)
where lp, lBO and lF are defined in Fig. 5.6. Combining (5.18) and (5.19) gives the
length of the piston guide at ODP
lF = lp − lBO − pi ·Rp · tanα
sin[pi/(2 · z)] (5.20)
The distance between the origin O and the cylinder block can then be stated as
lCO = lp − lF − lBO (5.21)
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From [90], the outer and inner radius of the slipper sealing ring is estimated as
rSo = 1.25 · dp (5.22)
rSi = dp (5.23)
and the key valve plate dimensions shown in Fig. 5.7 can be approximated as
bv1 = 0.15 · dp (5.24)
bv2 = bv1 (5.25)
s = 2 · [Rp · sin(180/z)− dp/2] (5.26)
rv4 = Rp + s+
dp
2
(5.27)
rv1 = Rp − s− dp
2
(5.28)
rv3 = rv4 − bv2 (5.29)
rv2 = rv1 + bv1 (5.30)
where s is the minimum distance between the pistons. Finally, from [90] and [93], the
typical friction coefficient between the piston and the cylinder block is fp = 0.085.
Figure 5.7: Key valve plate dimensions for a axial piston pump.
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5.3.3 Mechanical Efficiency
Without friction, the average torque required to drive the pump shaft is
Tpp =
P ·Ap ·Rp · tanα · z
pi
(5.31)
Losses occur because of Coulomb and viscous friction acting between sliding surfaces.
Coulomb friction can be neglected for surfaces separated by a small gap where hydro-
static balancing is present.
The average torque loss due to viscous friction between the pistons and the cylinder
block is
Tlup =
µ · pi · dp · (Rp · tanα)2 · (lF +Rp · tanα) · w · z
2 · hp +
dp · hp ·Rp · tanα · P · z
2
(5.32)
The average torque losses due to Coulomb friction between the pistons and the cylinder
block is [92]
Tlfp =
[B
b
+
A · b− a ·B
b · √a2 − b2
]
cdotAp · P ·Rp · tanα · z
pi
(5.33)
where
A = fp · tanα · (lp + lCO − fp · dp) (5.34)
B = fp · tanα · lBO (5.35)
a = lp − lCO − fp · tanα · (lp + lCO − fp · dp) (5.36)
b = −(1 + fp · tanα) · lBO (5.37)
The average torque loss due to viscous friction between the slipper and the swash plate
is
Tls =
z · µ · w ·Rp · pi · (r2So − r2Si) ·Rp
hs
(5.38)
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Finally, the average torque loss due to the viscous friction between the valve plate and
the cylinder block is [90]
Tlv =
µ · pi · w · (r4v4 − r4v3 + r4v2 − r4v1)
2 · hv (5.39)
The mechanical efficiency over one cycle can then be expressed as
ηm =
Tpp
Tpp + Tlup + Tlfp + Tls + Tlv
(5.40)
5.3.4 Volumetric Efficiency
With no leakage, the average flow rate of the piston pump would be
Qvp = w ·Ap ·Rp · tanα · z
pi
(5.41)
The average leakage loss through the facing gap between the pistons and the cylinder
block is
Qlp =
pi · dp · h3p · z · P
24 · µ ·√(lF +Rp · tanα)2 − (Rp · tanα)2 +
dp · hp · w ·Rp · tanα · z
2
(5.42)
The average leakage loss through the face gap between the slippers and the swash plate
is
Qls =
pi · h3s · z · P
12 · µ · log(rSo/rSi) (5.43)
Finally, the average leakage loss through the face gap between the valve plate and the
cylinder block is
Qlv =
h3v · λv · z · P
24 · µ · lv +
hv · (bv1 + bv2) ·Rp · w · z
4
(5.44)
where λv and lv can be approximated as [90]
λv = 0.4 · dp (5.45)
lv =
bv1 · bv2
bv1 + bv2
(5.46)
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The volumetric efficiency over one pumping cycle can then be expressed as
ηv =
Qvp −Qlp −Qls −Qlv
Qvp
(5.47)
5.3.5 Overall Efficiency
The overall efficiency for a piston pump over one pumping cycle is
η = ηv · ηm (5.48)
As with the vane pump, the efficiency drops with pump displacement as shown in Fig.
5.8.
Figure 5.8: Efficiency as a function of displacement for a piston pump.
The sensitivity of pump efficiency to selected design parameters is shown in Fig.
5.9 for nominal operating conditions of 2000 psi outlet pressure, 2000 rpm shaft speed,
and mineral oil as the working fluid. Fig. 5.9 reveals that the pump efficiency is
most sensitive to the swash-plate angle and the gap between the slipper and the swash-
plate. From (5.18), it can be seen that swash-plate angle α is proportional to the pump
displacement, which in turn is related to pump efficiency as shown in Fig. 5.8. Fig.
5.10 is the same as the previous figure except that the nominal slipper gap changes
from 6 µm to 8 µm, demonstrating that sensitivity results are specific to the operating
condition.
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Figure 5.9: Sensitivity of the hydraulic axial piston pump efficiency model, slipper gap
= 6 µm.
Figure 5.10: Sensitivity of the hydraulic axial piston pump efficiency model, slipper gap
= 8 µm.
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5.3.6 Model Validation
The piston pump model for efficiency as a function of operating pressure was validated
for a Takako Industries, Inc. axial piston pump with 0.4 cc/rev displacement. The
predicted theoretical efficiency was determined by entering geometry data for the pump,
obtained from the manufacturer, into the efficiency model. The measured efficiency for
the pump was based on data from the manufacturer for output pressure and flow as a
function of input shaft torque and speed.
The results are shown in Fig. 5.11. The modeled efficiency is 10 to 15% higher than
the measured efficiency. One reason for the difference is that minor losses such as those
due to fluid compressibility, inlet suction and outlet delivery were not considered in the
model. Another reason is that geometry data for the gap height between the slipper
pad and the swash plate and between the cylinder block and the valve plate were not
provided by the manufacturer, so typical values for these parameters were used for the
validation.
Despite the difference, as with the vane pump, the piston pump efficiency model is
sufficiently accurate for making top-level system design choices, which is the long-range
goal of this study.
Figure 5.11: Piston pump efficiency model verification.
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5.4 Design Case Study
The purpose of the efficiency models presented in this paper is to enable top-level
decisions, particularly for designs involving miniature hydraulic systems. This section
presents a case study that demonstrates the use of the efficiency models.
Our lab is developing an untethered ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) that is powered by
tiny hydraulics [77, 94]. In [88] we demonstrated the weight advantage of hydraulic
over electric motor actuation for small-scale if running at high pressures, but in that
study did not consider the hydraulic power supply. In this case study, we address the
question of whether the pressurized fluid should be delivered by a vane pump or a piston
pump when the configuration of the power supply is Battery → DC Electric Motor →
Hydraulic Pump. While vane pumps are lighter, their lower efficiency requires a larger
electric drive motor and a larger battery.
The nominal operating conditions for the pump are 130 W of fluid power output
at 69 bar (1000 psi), approximately what is needed for the AFO. Using nominal pump
design parameters shown in Table 5.3, the efficiency model predicts that the vane pump
has an overall efficiency of 47% while the piston pump has an efficiency of 70%.
Table 5.3: Pump nominal design parameters. Symbols are defined in Tables 5.1 and
5.2.
VANE PUMP PISTON PUMP
Var Nonimal Value Unit Var Nominal Value Unit
P = 6.9 MPa, n = 2000 rpm (w = 209 rad/s), µ = 0.028 Pa·s
R 1 cm dp 4.5 mm
R1 1.1× R m Rp 7.8 mm
z 8 — lp 13.3 mm
b 1 cm z 7 —
δ 30 micron α 13 o
λ 0.1 — hp 13 micron
R2 from (5.1) m hs 6 micron
w from cantilever beam formula m hv 7.5 micron
The predicted weights of the vane and piston pumps are 45 gm and 129 gm. The
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vane pump weight was estimated using a thin-walled pressure vessel formula, as shown in
(2.1), to estimate the amount of material needed for the containment shell. The piston
pump weight was estimated by fitting an empirical expression to published data for
miniature piston pumps from Takako Industries, Parker Oildyne and a KIST research
lab (Fig. 5.12).
Figure 5.12: Piston pump weight vs output power.
The pump output power and efficiency set the required power of the DC electric
motor, which means the electric motors needed to drive the vane and piston pumps
must have a mechanical output power of 277 W and 186 W. From the analysis of DC
electric motors presented in [88], the expected weights of these two motors will be 415 gm
and 226 gm.
The weight of the battery is related to battery chemistry and capacity. The capacity
is determined by the required electrical power output and the desired run time for
the orthosis, where for this example, we assumed a 10,000 steps run time and 11 J of
mechanical energy required per step [3]. To determine the energy density of the battery,
we fit an empirical formula to published data for commercial LiPo batteries. As shown
in Fig. 5.13, the density model is a constant of 148 Wh/Kg over all battery capacities
and we used this constant to estimate the battery weight.
Finally, the estimated weight of the complete power supply was calculated, ignoring
interconnects and enclosures. Table 5.4 shows the result, which is that to minimize the
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Figure 5.13: Energy density model of LiPo battery.
overall weight of the power supply for this application, a piston pump should be used.
Table 5.4: Power supply weight (gms) for vane and piston pump configurations.
Component Vane Configuration Piston Configuration
Pump 45 129
DC Motor 415 226
Battery 616 411
Total 1271 962
5.5 Discussion
As demonstrated by the case study, the efficiency models developed in this paper are
useful for making top level design decisions. Because of the model simplicity, however,
more advanced modeling tools such as FEA should be used to design a pump optimized
to a specific application. The limitations of the efficiency model include the following.
First, the models only considered the leakage and friction related to the clearance gaps.
Other factors such as pressure losses at suction and delivery distribution, and fluid com-
pressibility were not considered, resulting in the model efficiencies that are higher than
what can be actually attained. Second, the models assumed that the fluid tempera-
ture is regulated, so that the fluid viscosity is constant. In a real system, temperatures
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can change and both mechanical and volumetric efficiencies are strong functions of the
working fluid viscosity.
For small-scale mobile applications, pump size, weight and efficiency are particularly
important. Because efficiency is a strong function of pump displacement and operating
pressure, operating at high pressure and using a pump configuration with the highest
possible displacement for the required size envelope should be the design drivers.
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Chapter 6
Design Example: a Hydraulic
Ankle Foot Orthosis
6.1 Introduction
An ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) is an orthosis or brace that encumbers the ankle and foot.
AFOs are externally applied and intended to control position and motion of the ankle,
compensate for weakness, or correct deformities. AFOs can be used to support weak
limbs. They are also used to correct foot drop, a muscular pathology that causes the
inability of a person to raise or lower his foot during walking. Patients with this type of
impairment often swing their legs in large arcs or raise their knees higher than normal
to walk [95]. Common brain and spinal disorders that lead to foot drop are multiple
sclerosis, cerebral palsy and stroke.
A recent literature review [96] classified the AFO devices into three categories: pas-
sive, semi-active, and active. Passive AFOs are designed to hold the ankle in a pre-
defined position, and are not capable of generating assistive torque. The semi-active
AFOs [8, 97] contain capacitive components such as pneumatic springs, which are ca-
pable of harvesting and storing energy during the foot drop, so they are able to output
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assistive torque, but this torque is limited since the semi-active AFOs don’t use external
energy. The active AFOs make use of technologies such as pneumatics [98, 99], electro-
hydraulics [100] and electromechanical systems[101, 102, 103] as external power source,
and are capable of generating enough torque to aid the patients for normal walking.
The active AFOs presented in [98, 99, 100, 101] were designed for ankle rehabilitation
or for research purposes, so they have a tethered power source, which means these devices
cannot be carried around for daily walking. The active AFOs shown in [102, 103] are
portable, but they are heavy at the ankle joint, which is not ideal for walking. As
demonstrated by a previous study, a 2 kg load placed on each foot of a healthy adult
can result in a 30% increase in the rate of oxygen uptake, whereas a 20 kg load placed
on the trunk does not result in a measurable increase [104]. The PPAFO presented in
[105] is portable and places reasonably light weight on the ankle joint, but it has only
modest torque.
The goal of this work was to design a portable active AFO device that could be used
for daily walking. This is a challenging task due to the size, weight, power, longevity
and safety requirements. The size of the AFO needs to be compact, fitting underneath a
loose-fitting pant, so that the patient wearing the AFO will not draw excessive attention
from the crowd. The weight needs to be less than 1kg to minimize its impact on ankle
dynamics [104]. The AFO also needs to be capable of generating 90 N-m torque and
100o/s angular velocity, which corresponds to the extreme operating condition during
level ground walking [3, 95]. Additionally, the AFO needs to have sufficient energy to
support 10,000 steps, which is equivalent to three miles continuous walking. Lastly, the
AFO should be safe to use and easy to put on and take off.
To achieve these design goals, a system level analysis was carried out to identify the
appropriate configuration, as presented in Section 6.2. Following the system configu-
ration, the packaging options were explored and the optimal packaging was identified,
as shown in Section 6.3. Then the efficiency and weight models of the key components
were integrated, which enabled the sizing of these components, as detailed in Section
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6.4.
6.2 AFO Configuration Selection
Rotary or linear actuators can be used to power an AFO, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The
AFO configurations under consideration will be limited to fluid power and electro-
mechanical due to the maturity and capability of these two technologies. Since sealing
high pressure air is challenging and a portable power source for miniature pneumatic
systems is not readily available [44], the focus for the following analysis was further
reduced to hydraulic and electro-mechanical systems.
Figure 6.1: Both rotary and linear actuators can power an AFO.
A hydraulic motor and an electric motor & gearhead assembly can both produce
rotary motion, but the latter one will not be considered for the AFO application because
it would be too heavy. For example, a high end planetary gear head from Maxon Motor
capable of outputting 90 N-m torque weighs 3 kg. Hydraulic vane and piston motors
were chosen to study due to their light weight and high efficiency characteristics. A
hydraulic cylinder and an electric motor & ball screw assembly can both generate linear
motion and are light weight, so they could serve as candidates to power the AFO. By
appropriately placing the cylinders, one can use either a single or dual cylinders.
There are nine candidates that could power the AFO, as summarized in Fig. 6.2: the
hydraulic vane motor system, the hydraulic piston motor system, the single hydraulic
cylinder system, the dual hydraulic cylinders system, and the electric motor & ball screw
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system.
Figure 6.2: AFO configuration candidates.
The first step is to decide which system satisfies the size, weight, power, longevity and
safety requirements. Weight and power are linked by power density, as defined in (6.1).
The longevity of the AFO is proportional to the available energy, which is proportional
to the weight of the energy source. So the longevity requirement is embedded in the
system weight term in (6.1). This means the power density can assess the weight, power
and longevity requirements together.
Power Density , Input Power× System Efficiency
System Weight
(6.1)
The AFO requires a prime mover. Miniature internal combustion engines are not
readily available [22], so a battery & electric motor assembly was used.
A system level analysis was carried out to assess the power density of the nine
candidate configurations. In the analysis, each configuration was required to output a
peak torque of 90 N-m at 100o/s angular velocity. The input power and the efficiency
of each component were then calculated for a given operating condition. The weight of
each component was estimated based on its power rating. The efficiency and the weight
models were presented in Chapter 3 - cylinder efficiency, Section 2.3 - cylinder weight,
Chapter 5 pump efficiency and weight, and Section 2.4 - electric motor and ball screw
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efficiency and weight. The battery was sized to support 10,000 steps, where the energy
per step was calculated based on the data provided in [3].
The results from this analysis are summarized in Fig. 6.3, which shows that the
electro-mechanical system yields the highest power density, while the hydraulic piston
motor system gives the lowest power density.
Both vane and piston pump driven systems were analyzed. The piston pump driven
systems gave higher efficiency and lower weight for all hydraulic configurations. How-
ever, the relative weight and efficiency rankings among these configurations remain the
same. This means different pumping elements such as vane, piston or gear will not
change the design choice for the system configuration.
Figure 6.3: Power density comparison of AFO candidates. The weight of the hydraulic
motors is large since 68 cc/rev displacement is needed to achieve the desired ankle
torque. The piston motor weight was estimated based on the vane motor weight.
The reason for the high power density of the electro-mechanical system is it only
has one transmission, the ball screw, sitting in between the prime mover and the load.
In contrast, the hydraulic systems have two transmission components, the pump and
the actuator. Moreover, the hydraulic pump and hydraulic actuator have low efficiency
compared to the ball screw.
Though the electro-mechanical system gives the highest system level power density,
hydraulic systems are preferred for powering an AFO. The key reasons is the power unit
of the hydraulic system can be separated from the actuation system, and hydraulic actu-
ation systems gives higher power density than the electro-mechanical actuation systems
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if the operating pressure is high [81, 106]. This is shown in Fig. 6.3: the electro-
mechanical actuation system, the electric motor plus the ball screw, weighs 218 grams,
which is heavier than the hydraulic cylinders. Another reason to choose hydraulic sys-
tems is: cylinders with different bore sizes can be used to match the power requirements
for plantarflexion and dorsiflexion. Since the power required for plantarflexion and dor-
siflexion are different [3], this feature is important to optimize the actuation system
power density. Lastly, hydraulic systems can provide necessary compliance due to the
fluid compressibility. For an electro-mechanical system, additional elements such as
springs have to be used to achieve the equivalent compliance [102, 103].
Among those eight hydraulic configurations, the hydraulic cylinder systems are pre-
ferred due to their higher power densities. The single and dual hydraulic cylinder
configurations gave comparable power densities, but the dual cylinder systems is pre-
ferred for the AFO application. First, a smaller cylinder can be used for dorsi-flexion
to further increase the power density; second, it is advantageous to place the actuators
at the medial or lateral side of the ankle joint compared to sticking out behind the
heel, which cannot fit under pants; lastly, flexible rods can be used in dual cylinders
system, which helps prevent rod buckling and reduce packaging size. The flexible rods
are feasible for the AFO application since both dorsiflexion and planterflexion motions
can be achieved by tension force. This is the same as human muscle, which can only
generate pulling force [3].
The configuration chosen for the HAFO was the piston pump driven dual hydraulic
cylinder systems. This configuration could best serve the size, weight, power, and
longevity requirements at overall system and actuation sub-system levels.
6.3 HFAO Packaging and Integration
Multiple options are available for where to place components of the HAFO system,
as summarized in Fig. 6.4. Option 1 places the whole device on the ankle. This
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option provides compact packaging, but the weight on the ankle will be heavy to carry,
approximately 1.2 kg (2.6 lbs) as shown in Fig. 6.3. Option 2 places the battery at
the hip, which reduces the weight on the ankle by about 30%. While this option allows
integration of all hydraulic components, the weight on the ankle is still 863 grams (1.9
lbs). Option 3 places the cylinders on the ankle, and moves the power unit to the
hip, with hydraulic hoses sitting in between the power unit and the cylinders. This
option minimizes the weight on the ankle joint. From Fig. 6.3, the weight on the
ankle is 196 grams, which is less than half pound. Since minimizing the weight on the
ankle joint is important for long distance walking [104], option 3 was selected. The key
disadvantage of option 3 is the long hydraulic hoses, which may pose pin hole leakage
risk, cause discomfort during daily walking, and lead difficulty for dynamic control.
These disadvantages will likely prevent the HAFO from becoming daily walking device.
Figure 6.4: HAFO packaging options.
Based on AFO configuration and packaging decisions, a conceptual design was ren-
dered, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Two cylinders provide the dorsiflexion and planterflexion
torques. Two hoses rout along the user’s leg to separate the cylinders from the power
unit, which consists of a battery, an electric motor, a gear head, a hydraulic pump and
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several check valves.
Figure 6.5: HAFO system rendering.
The components in the actuation system could be integrated to further increase the
power density. Fig. 6.6 gives an example, where the cylinders and the reservoir were
integrated into the AFO structural wall. A similar concept can be applied to the pump
and the valves.
Figure 6.6: Conceptual rendering of an integrated HAFO actuation system.
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6.4 HAFO Component Design
This section focuses on the design of the major components in the HAFO system.
The auxiliary components such as hoses will be analyzed after a hydraulic circuit is
designed, as presented in Chapter 7. These auxiliary components will not impact the
system power density significantly, so neglecting them will not alter the design for the
major components.
The HAFO must generate 90 N-m torque at 100o/s angular velocity, which cor-
responds to the extreme operating condition during level ground walking (Fig. 6.7)
[3]. Additionally, the battery should provide energy to support 10,000 steps between
charges. The components in the HAFO device need to be properly sized to fulfill the
torque, velocity and energy requirements, and to optimize the power density at both
overall system and actuation system levels.
Figure 6.7: The extreme operating condition during level ground walking − the extreme
torque in blue dot and the corresponding velocity in green dot [3].
6.4.1 HAFO Governing Equations
The key design variables for the HAFO system are the cylinder bore size, the pump
displacement, the pump piston diameter, the pump operating pressure, the pump shaft
speed, the gear head output torque, the electric motor output torque and the battery
weight. Power conservation will be applied to connect these variables.
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In the HAFO, the electromechanical sub-system including the battery, the electric
motor and the gear head is coupled with the hydraulic sub-system. The design variables
that link these two sub-systems are the pump operating pressure and its shaft speed,
whose reasonable ranges are 500 to 3000 psi and 1000 to 3000 rpm. The low end of
the pressure range was set according to the analysis presented in Chapter 2. The high
end was determined by the maximum continuous operating pressure of off-the-shelf
miniature axial piston pumps. The shaft speed range was set by leveraging the speed
rating of an Oildyne 3-piston miniature axial piston pump. The rational behind this
speed range is: to form hydrodynamic lubrication, the shaft speed cannot be too low,
as shown in Fig. 4.10; to avoid cavitation, the shaft speed should not go too high.
To size each component, those key design variables need to be expressed by the fol-
lowing four parameters: the HAFO output torque and velocity, and the pump operating
pressure and shaft speed. The derivations for each component will be presented in the
following sub-sections.
Hydraulic Cylinders
The rod force and velocity can be formulated as
Fr =
Tout
L
(6.2)
Vr = ωout · L (6.3)
where Tout and ωout are the output torque and velocity of the HAFO, and L is the
moment arm.
Since the flexible rods are subject to tension force, rod yield formula [75] was used
instead of rod buckling formula. The rod diameter and cylinder bore size were calculated
as
Dr =
√
4 ·Nc · Fr
pi · Tr (6.4)
Bc =
√
4 · Fr
pi · Pc · ηcm
+D2r (6.5)
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where Nc is the safety factor, Tr is the tensile strength of the flexible rod, Pc is the
cylinder operating pressure, and ηcm is the cylinder mechanical efficiency as shown in
(3.22).
By substituting (6.2) and (6.4) into (6.5), the cylinder bore size becomes a function
of the cylinder operating pressure, the cylinder efficiency and the HAFO output torque
Bc =
√
4 · Tout
pi · Pc · ηcm · L
+
4 ·Nc · Tout
pi · Tr · L (6.6)
where the cylinder operating pressure Pc is the same as the the pump outlet pressure,
and the cylinder mechanical efficiency ηcm was modeled in Chapter 3. Since ηcm is a
linear function of Bc, second-order equation solver is needed to solve (6.6).
Note that the cylinder volumetric efficiency was not a part of this section of the
analysis and will be considered in next section when determining the required pump
displacement.
Hydraulic Pump
From power conservation, the pump output power times the cylinder efficiency gives
the cylinder output power. Using this relationship the pump displacement Vp can be
derived as
Vp =
Tout · ωout
Pp · ωp/2pi · ηc (6.7)
where Pp is the pump outlet pressure, ωp the pump shaft speed, and ηc the cylinder
overall efficiency.
The cross-sectional area of a pump piston is a function of the pump displacement
and can be formulated as [50]
Ap =
Vp
2 · z ·Rp · tanα (6.8)
where z is the number of pistons, Rp the pitch radius and α the swash-plate angle.
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Substituting (6.7) into (6.8) and considering Ap = pi/4 · d2p, the piston diameter dp
can be expressed as
dp =
√
4 · Tout · ωout
Pp · ωp · ηc · z ·Rp · tanα (6.9)
Equations (6.7) and (6.9) show that the pump displacement and the piston diameter
have been formulated as a function of the pump pressure, the shaft speed and the HAFO
output torque and velocity.
The pump efficiency links the pump and the gear head, and it was formulated as
[107]
ηp = f(Pp, ωp, Vp, Ap) (6.10)
Gear Head and Electric Motor
Considering power conservation, the output torque from the gear head is
Tg =
Tout · ωout
ωg · ηp · ηc (6.11)
where ωg is the shaft speed of the gear head, which is the same as the pump speed, ηp is
the pump efficiency, and ηc the cylinder efficiency. The output torque from the electric
motor is
Tm =
Tg
Ng · ηg (6.12)
where Ng is the gear ratio, and ηg the efficiency of the gear head.
ηg can be estimated as a function of the gear ratio Ng, as shown in Fig. 6.8 and
eq. (6.13). The red line represents the empirical model of the efficiency, which was
established using the average efficiency of 840 commercial planetary and spur gear heads.
A step response for a first-order dynamic system was used to do the line fitting. The
equation for the red line is
ηg = 55 +
35
1 + 0.02 ·Ng (6.13)
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This efficiency model was not derived from first principles, so it does not reveal the
actual efficiency dependency. In practice the gear head efficiency will also be a function
of torque and speed. Equation (6.13) simply represents a reasonable efficiency that can
be achieved from state-of-the-art gear head design.
Figure 6.8: Gear head efficiency as a function of its gear ratio.
Combining (6.10)−(6.13) provides the output torque of the gear head and the elec-
trical motor as a function of pump pressure, pump speed and HAFO output torque and
velocity:
Tg =
Tout · ωout
ωg · ηc · f(Pp, ωp, Vp, Ap) (6.14)
Tm =
Tout · ωout
ωg · ηc · f(Pp, ωp, Vp, Ap) ·Ng · (55 + 351+0.02·Ng )
(6.15)
Battery
Suppose the battery efficiency is ηb and the electric motor efficiency ηm, then the HAFO
system efficiency is
ηsys = ηc · ηp · ηg · ηm · ηb (6.16)
The electric motor efficiency ηm was modeled the same way as the gear head, as
shown in Fig. 6.9 and (6.17). A total of 192 commercial electric DC motor data were
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compiled to achieve this efficiency model:
ηm = 0.85− 0.85 · 0.1
0.05 · Pm + 0.1 (6.17)
where Pm is the output power of the electric motor.
Figure 6.9: Electric motor efficiency as a function of its output power.
The energy required to support 10,000 steps was calculated as
E =
Estep · 10000
ηsys
(6.18)
where Estep is the energy required for each step, about 11 Joules [3]. Note that the en-
ergy calculation was based on the system efficiency at maximum HAFO output power.
In practice the efficiency for each component degrades as its output decreases, as demon-
strated in Fig. 4.7, 5.11 and 6.9, which means a larger battery is needed.
The energy density of the battery was modeled by analyzing the data of commercial
LiPo batteries (Fig. 6.10), which is about 148 W·h/kg. Using this model, the battery
weight was estimated as
Wb =
Estep · 10000
148 · ηc · ηp · ηg · ηm · ηb (6.19)
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Figure 6.10: Energy density model of LiPo batteries.
6.4.2 HAFO Component Selection
To cover the pressure and speed range of the hydraulic pump, nine scenarios were
selected to study, as shown in Fig. 6.11.
Figure 6.11: Pump operating conditions to be analyzed.
At this point, the gear ratio is still an open question. With a gear head, the electric
motor can be downsized. But it is not clear if the electric motor weight reduction justifies
the weight addition from the gear head and the battery. To address this question, three
gear ratios will be analyzed: 1, 3 and 5. Gear ratio 1 means there is no gear head. It
was decided to analyze those low gear ratios because the gear efficiency goes down as
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the gear ratio increases, as shown in Fig. 6.8.
Nine pump operating conditions and three gear ratios give twenty-seven HAFO
design choices. The corresponding weight of the actuator and the power unit are sum-
marized in Fig. 6.12. All these design choices were required to output 90 N-m torque,
100o/s angular velocity, and to support 10,000 steps.
The weight of the cylinder and the electric motor was calculated using the models
in Section 2.3 and 2.4. The weight of the pump was estimated using the data from
Takako Industries, Parker Oildyne and KIST research lab, as shown in Fig. 6.13. Since
the pump displacement is proportional to its volume, it was assumed that the pump
weight is proportional its displacement. Equation (6.20) shows the formula for this
approximation, the red line in Fig. 6.13. Similar to the empirical models of the electro-
mechanical components, this model was not developed using first principles, so it does
not reveal the actual dependency of the pump weight. Practically, the weight will also
be a function of the pump pressure and speed.
Wp = 600 · Vp (6.20)
where Vp is the pump displacement in cc/rev, and Wp the pump weight in gram.
The goal of the HAFO design is to maximize the power density of the actuator
and the power unit, but different pressure settings are needed to achieve these two
goals. To maximize the actuator power density, high operating pressure is needed, as
demonstrated in Chapter 2. At high operating pressure, all components are downsized,
but a larger battery is needed considering the efficiency degradation with component
size. This means there is an optimal pressure that maximizes the power density of
the power unit. From Fig. 6.12, 21 MPa pump pressure gives the lightest actuator
weight, while 14 MPa gives the lightest power unit weight. Considering the little weight
difference between these two pressures, and the practical pressure limit for commercial
miniature pumps (less than 21MPa for Takako 0.4 cc and Oildyne 0.3 cc pumps), 14
MPa operating pressure was selected.
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Figure 6.12: HAFO design candidates.
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Figure 6.13: Weight model of axial piston pumps.
As to the pump speed, 3000 rpm gives the lightest power unit weight, but high speed
raises cavitation concern. Takako 0.4 cc pump is rated for 2000 rpm, so the same speed
was selected for the HAFO design. Another consideration for choosing 2000 rpm was
to reserve some buffer for potential speed spikes due to the dynamic behavior of the
HFAO device.
The next step is to select the gear ratio, Fig. 6.12 shows that the power unit weight
increases with higher gear ratio, so direct drive between the electric motor and the pump
is desired. This being said, 900 mN·m torque is needed for direct drive. The lightest
electric motor from Maxon Motor that meets this torque requirement weighs 860 gram.
This is more than three times heavier than the electric motor and gear head assembly
as shown in Fig. 6.16. So for the HAFO device, a gear head is needed to maximize its
power density.
The torque density for Maxon Motor products is plotted on Fig. 6.14, which shows
that electronically commutated (EC) flat motors have the highest torque-to-weight and
torque-to-volume ratios. So EC motors are preferred over other motor designs. One
problem with the EC flat motors is their rated torque is less than what the HAFO
needs. This further justifies the need of a gear head.
To pick a proper electric motor, the root mean square torque of a walking cycle was
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Figure 6.14: Electric DC motor torque density - Maxon Motor data only.
calculated, as shown in Fig. 6.15. The RMS torque is defined as
TRMS ,
√
1
ttot
· Σ
(
T 2(t) ·∆t
)
(6.21)
where ttot is the total time for a walking cycle, and T (t) is the ankle torque at time t.
The RMS torque of the electric motor was then calculated as
TRMSm =
TRMS
N
(6.22)
where N is the transmission ratio of the HAFO system, defined as
N = Ng · ηg · ηp
Vp
·Ac · ηc · L (6.23)
where Ng is the gear ratio, Vp is the pump displacment, Ac is the cross-sectional area of
the cylinder piston, L is the moment arm, and ηg, ηp, ηc are the efficiencies of the gear
head, the pump and the cylinder.
The rated maximum continuous torque of the electric motor must be larger than
TRMSm to ensure that the motor winding will not melt during HAFO operation [108].
Another criteria when picking the electric motor is its extreme operating point
(nmax, Tmax) must lie underneath the motor speed-torque curve, which is defined as
n = Kn · U − ∆n
∆T
· T (6.24)
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Figure 6.15: The average output torque of human ankle joint while walking [3].
where n is the electric motor speed, Kn is the motor speed constant, U is the motor
voltage, and T is the motor torque. Since the motor torque-speed curve can move up
and to the right with increasing motor voltage, it was assumed that the nominal voltage
as specified on the motor data sheet was used to simplify the analysis.
The transmission ratio N is the torque amplification gain from the electric motor
to the HAFO output. From (6.23), to achieve higher transmission ratio, it is preferred
to have higher gear ratio, smaller pump displacement, larger piston bore, and longer
moment arm. On the other hand, the gear and the pump efficiencies are working against
these principles. Additionally, the cylinder and the moment arm cannot be too large
due to the packaging space limitation.
Component choices for the HAFO system are shown in Fig. 6.16. The closest EC
flat electric motor and planetary gear head from Maxon Motor was chosen to match the
torque requirement corresponding to 2,000 rpm, 14 MPa psi and gear ratio 3.
6.5 Conclusion
The analysis in this Chapter showed that small-scale hydraulics is capable of achieving
the design requirements of the AFO device as specified in Section 6.1. The results shown
in Fig. 6.12 indicate that for applications where the overall system weight matters more,
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Figure 6.16: HAFO system final design choice.
electro-mechanical systems should be considered.
For small-scale hydraulic systems, efficiency strongly influences weight. As shown in
Fig. 6.3, vane pump driven HAFO systems weigh more than piston pump driven HAFO
systems, for all configurations. This is because the vane pump efficiency is lower than
piston pump, which requires a larger electric motor and a larger battery. Similarly, as
shown in Fig. 6.12, gear ratio 1 - no gear in between the pump and the DC motor - gives
the lightest overall system weight compared to higher gear ratios. This is because the
inefficiencies from the higher gear ratio requires a larger battery, which cannot justify
the weight reduction from the electric motor.
One limitation for the HAFO weight analysis is it was done for steady state. Consid-
ering the cyclic nature of the application, the fatigue yield strength and a larger safety
factor should be used to refine the analysis. This will result in heavier system weight
than the steady state analysis presented in this Chapter.
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Chapter 7
Dynamic Analysis of HAFO
Hydraulic Circuits, Fluids, and
Hoses
7.1 HAFO System Hydraulic Circuit Design
With the key HAFO components being sized and selected, the next step is to design
a proper hydraulic circuit to regulate the hydraulic fluid in the system. The hydraulic
portion of the HAFO system is illustrated in Fig. 7.1. The hydraulic circuit design is
challenging due to the following facts and requirements: first, the planterflexion (PF)
and dorsiflexion (DF) cylinders were designed to have different bore sizes to optimize
the actuator power density; second, the hoses routing in between the cylinders and the
power unit are around 1 m long; third, the control valves need to consume minimal
energy to maintain the system power density.
During plantar-flexion actuation, the PF chamber is pressurized. The PF piston runs
at a slower speed than the DF piston, causing the flexible rods to become slack. Cable
rod slackness leads to delay during pressure buildup. This means the HAFO system will
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Figure 7.1: The hydraulic portion of the HAFO system.
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not be as responsive as a system with rigid rods. During dorsi-flexion actuation, the
DF chamber is pressurized. The DF piston runs at a faster speed than the PF piston,
which requires excessive fluid coming out of the PF cylinder. These fluid needs to be
handled properly by the hydraulic circuit. Otherwise, there will be pressure buildup in
the PF cylinder that will resist the DF actuation.
To evaluate the performance of the hydraulic circuits, a dynamic simulation model
was established in SimHydraulics as shown in Fig. 7.2. The cables sitting in between the
PF and the DF cylinder were modeled using customized SimScape blocks. Details for
the customized block are presented in Appendix 9.2. A closed loop PID controller was
implemented to track the desired ankle position while compensating for the resistive
torque from the ankle joint. The system was controlled by commanding the electric
motor speed.
The desired ankle position is the ankle joint angle of an adult during level ground
walking. The resistive torque is the ankle torque from the same adult. The torque is
needed to overcome the load induced by the body weight and the ground friction. Data
from [3] was used to represent the desired ankle position and the resistive torque. The
control task for the HAFO system was to move the pistons to track the desired ankle
position, and to generate proper chamber pressure to conquer the resistive force.
With the dynamic simulation model, the performance of the hydraulic circuit can be
evaluated. Four hydraulics circuits were investigated. The goal was to enable the HAFO
system to deliver the right amount of torque and speed at the right timing, to maximize
the system efficiency and to consume minimal energy during the whole walking cycle.
7.1.1 Circuit 1: a Simplified EHA Circuit
The initial circuit proposed, shown in Fig. 7.3, was based on simplifying the hydraulic
circuit of a commercial electro-hydraulic actuator (EHA) system. It consists of a regular
check valve CV2 and a pilot-operated check valve CV1. This circuit works for the EHA
system which only has one cylinder, but it does not work for the HAFO system where
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Figure 7.2: SimHydraulics model for the HAFO system. Full page image shown in
Appendix 9.2.
two inter-connected cylinders and a flexible rod are needed.
The position tracking result for this circuit is shown in Fig. 7.4. The tracking
performance is not satisfactory during the whole plantar-flexion phase. From 0.1 to 0.4
seconds, the ankle joint position (the position difference between the PF and the DF
piston) increases, which means the PF piston runs faster than the DF piston. P1 tries
to close the check valve CV1 by pushing the ball downwards, and P2 tried to open the
same valve by pushing the ball upwards through the pilot line. As a result, CV2 will
be on and off, which causes chattering effect for position tracking and spikes for load
balancing, as shown in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5.
From 0.4 to 0.6 seconds, the rod position decreases, which indicates that the PF
piston runs slower than the DF piston. In this process, only P1 becomes positive, while
P2 equals to the atmosphere pressure due to the pumping action. Since there is no
upwards pressure force acting on the ball, valve CV2 remains closed. As a result, the
force profile in Fig. 7.5 does not show spike during this period. On the other hand,
the position tracking showed a constant tracking error. The error was caused by the
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Figure 7.3: HAFO hydraulic circuit candidate - a simplified EHA circuit.
slackness of the flexible rod. With a slack rod, the PF piston tries to catch up with
the DF piston and straighten the cable, but the cable remains slack due to the area
difference between the PF and DF pistons.
Figure 7.4: HAFO position tracking result - a simplified EHA circuit.
Due to the poor tracking performance of this circuit, it cannot be used to control the
HAFO system. The following sections will present alternative circuit designs, aiming at
providing better tracking performance and comparable circuit simplicity.
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Figure 7.5: HAFO force balancing profile - a simplified EHA circuit.
7.1.2 Circuit 2: Directional Solenoid Valves
To improve the position tracking performance, the PF and the DF cylinders should
not be pressurized at the same time. Ideally, at any time only one cylinder should be
pressurized, while the other connected to the reservoir. Based on this requirement, the
second circuit design places two directional solenoid valves DV1 and DV2 on the main
hydraulic circuit line, as shown in Fig. 7.6. These two valves were controlled by feeding
the desired rod force signals. During planter-flexion, valve DV1 will be closed and valve
DV2 will be open. As the pump delivers fluid to the PF chamber, positive pressure will
build up there. Since the DF chamber is connected to the reservoir, P2 will remain as
zero. Similar operation principle will occur during dorsi-flexion.
The position tracking results for this circuit is shown in Fig. 7.7. By turning
the proper valves on and off at the right timing, this circuit is capable of tracking the
desired ankle position throughout the whole gait cycle. The glitches during valve switch
is negligible. In the meantime, this circuit is also capable of compensating the resistive
torque from the ankle joint, as shown in Fig. 7.8. The same type of glitches showed up
as the valves switch.
While this circuit delivers better position tracking performance, it has the following
two inherent disadvantages. First, the solenoid valves sit on the main circuit line -
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Figure 7.6: HAFO hydraulic circuit candidate - directional solenoid valves.
Figure 7.7: HAFO position tracking result - directional solenoid valves.
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Figure 7.8: HAFO force balancing profile - directional solenoid valves.
the lines that connect the pump and the reservoir, and thus requiring large amount of
external power to operate. This is not desired considering that power density is the key
design requirement. Second, since there is no pilot lines in the system to control the
valve solenoid, the valves require pre-defined force profile to open and close. Since the
force profile changes from subject to subject and from one walking condition to another,
this circuit may not function well for different subjects or different walking environment.
7.1.3 Circuit 3: Solenoid Valves and Pilot Check Valves
To downsize the solenoid valves, the third circuit design shifts the solenoid valves from
the main hydraulic line to the pilot line, and adds two pilot-operated check valves. The
operating principle for this circuit is similar to the second circuit. The desired rod force
signals were fed into the circuit to control the solenoid valves, so that the check valves
are on and off at proper timing. At any time there is one pressurized cylinder, while
the other cylinder is connected to the reservoir.
Due to the similar operating principles, this circuit delivers similar position tracking
results as the second circuit, as shown in Fig. 7.10. The dynamic response during valve
switch is also comparable to the second circuit.
Though this circuit downsizes the solenoid valves, the following two reasons make
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Figure 7.9: HAFO hydraulic circuit candidate - directional solenoid valves and pilot-
operated check valves.
Figure 7.10: HAFO position tracking result - directional solenoid valves and pilot-
operated check valves.
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it hard to implement. First, commercial solenoid valves are large for pilot line control
purpose, and valve customization is not only expensive, but challenging to do. Second,
this circuit also requires pre-defined force profile to control the valves, so it may not
function well for different subjects or different walking conditions.
7.1.4 Circuit 4: Pilot-Operated Check Valves
The fourth circuit design, shown in Fig. 7.11, results from eliminating the disadvantages
of the third circuit. First, eliminate the small solenoid valves so that no customization
is needed. Second, use the chamber pressure to control the check valves automatically.
During plantar-flexion actuation, the pump draws fluid from the DF chamber and de-
livers it to the PF chamber. As the pump routes more fluid to the PF chamber, the
pressure starts to build up. Positive P1 will eventually close the pilot check valve pCV1
and crack valve pCV2 through the pilot line. Once pCV2 is open, the DF chamber will
be connected to the reservoir, thus creating a short circuit. During this process, the DF
chamber pressure always stays at zero or negative due to the pump sucking action, so
it cannot open pCV1. The same mechanism applies to dorsi-flexion actuation.
Figure 7.11: HAFO hydraulic circuit candidate - pilot-operated check valves.
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The PF and DF cylinder chamber pressure profile during a gait cycle is shown in Fig.
7.12. At any time during the whole gait cycle, only one of the cylinders is pressurized.
This means circuit 4 is capable of turning the check valves on and off automatically at
the proper timing without an external command signal.
Figure 7.12: PF and DF cylinder chamber pressure profile during a gait cycle - pilot-
operated check valves.
The ankle position tracking results from this circuit is shown in Fig. 7.13. The
overall tracking performance is good, but the glitch shown in the gray circle is not ideal.
The patient wearing the HAFO may experience a rough motion, so further investigation
is needed to eliminate the undesired transient behavior.
The position tracking results shown in Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.10 did not have the glitch
as highlighted in Fig. 7.13. The reason is circuit 2 and 3 use pre-defined force profile to
control the valves, so that the valves open and close instantaneously. This quickens the
pressure buildup in the DF chamber. On the other hand, circuit 3 uses the chamber
pressure to control the valves. The chamber pressure has to be higher than some certain
threshold to turn the valves on and off, which takes time. This slows down the pressure
buildup, and thus causing delay in the position tracking.
Overall, circuit 4 is preferred over the other three. First, it is capable of tracking
the ankle position throughout the whole gait cycle. Second, it doesn’t consume any
external energy. Third, the circuit is self-regulated, and doesn’t require any pre-defined
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Figure 7.13: Position tracking result - pilot check valves. The gray oval highlights the
glitch during the position tracking.
information to control the valves. Lastly, the circuit is as simple as the simplified EHA
circuit, and off-the-shelf pilot-operated check valves can be used to construct this circuit.
Given these facts, circuit 4 was selected as the hydraulic circuit for the HAFO
system. In the following sections, the hydraulic hose and the hydraulic fluid will be
investigated, aiming at curing the glitches, shown in Fig. 7.13.
7.2 Hose Effects
To quantify the hose dimension impacts on the HAFO dynamic performance, the fol-
lowing index ζ was defined
ζ , Glitch Height× Maximum Pump Speed (7.1)
where maximum pump speed is the pump speed corresponding to the maximum glitch
height. To improve the HAFO dynamic performance, it is desired to minimize the glitch
height. To maintain the system efficiency and to avoid cavitation, small maximum pump
speed is preferred.
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Fig. 7.14 shows the height of the glitch as a function of the hose dimensions. From
this result, short and slender hose is preferred to achieve the smallest glitch height.
Short and slender hose gives the smallest fluid volume in the hose, which shortens the
fluid transfer time and quickens the pressure buildup. Fast pressure buildup enabled
the HAFO to track the desired position in a faster manner, thus small glitch height.
Figure 7.14: Glitch height as a function of hose dimensions.
Fig. 7.15 shows the maximum pump speed as a function of the hose dimensions.
From this result, long and wide hose is preferred to achieve the minimal pump speed.
Long and wide hose gives the smallest pressure drop across the hose, so the pump can
work less harder to achieve the desired pressure, thus small pump speed.
Figure 7.15: Maximum pump as a function of hose dimensions
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Fig. 7.16 shows the index ζ as a function of the hose dimensions. This trend is
similar to the glitch height trend shown in Fig. 7.14. This is because the glitch height
trend dominates the pump speed trend. The maximum over the mimimum glitch height
as shown in Fig. 7.14 is more than 15, while the maximum over the minimum pump
speed as shown in Fig. 7.15 is less than 2. From Fig. 7.16, short and slender hose is
preferred to achieve the smallest ζ.
Figure 7.16: Index ζ as a function of hose dimensions.
Since the hose length was pre-determined by the HAFO design, it needed to be fixed
at 1 meter. As to the hose diameter, there is a lower limit that should not be exceeded.
As shown in Fig. 7.17, with a 2 mm diameter hose, the large glitch shows up again in
the HAFO position tracking. This is mainly driven by the pressure loss across the hose.
Figure 7.17: Postion tracking results with 1 m long and 2 mm wide hoses.
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Fig. 7.18 shows the pressure drop across the hose as a function of the hose dimen-
sions. This result shows that the pressure drop becomes significant as the hose diameter
goes smaller than 4 mm.
Figure 7.18: Hose pressure drop as a function of hose dimensions. Inlet pressure = 2000
psi. Inlet flow rate = 2000 rpm × 0.4 cc/rev.
Results shown in Fig. 7.16 and Fig. 7.18 indicate that 4 mm hose diameter is an
appropriate hose diameter for the HAFO design. In the following analysis, 1 m long
and 4 mm diameter hoses were used in the simulations.
7.3 Fluid Effects
To study the fluid effects on the HAFO dynamic performance, generic fluids with large
range of viscosity and bulk modulus were simulated. The glitch height as a function
of the fluid viscosity and bulk modulus is presented in Fig. 7.19. This result shows
the bulk modulus has negligible impact on the glitch height. The dominating factor is
the fluid viscosity. High viscosity fluid is hard to flow in the system, so it arrives at
the desired location slower. This will delay the pressure buildup. When the necessary
pressure cannot be provided timely, the desired force cannot be generated, so the glitch
height will be large. On the other hand, fluid with low viscosity is easier to flow in the
system, and is able to arrive at the desired location faster, and thus small glitch height.
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This result shows low viscosity fluid is preferred to achieve small glitch height.
Figure 7.19: Glitch height as a function of fluid properties.
Fig. 7.20 shows the maximum pump speed (defined in (7.1)) as a function of fluid
properties. Again, the bulk modulus impact is negligible. Fluid viscosity dominated
the pump speed dependency on the fluid properties. With high viscosity fluid, the
system volumetric efficiency is high. The pump doesn’t need to spin as fast to move the
desired amount of fluid to the destination. On the other hand, when the fluid viscosity
is low, the pump has to work harder to compensate the low volumetric efficiency. From
minimizing pump speed perspective, high viscosity fluid is desired.
Figure 7.20: Maximum pump speed as a function of fluid properties.
Fig. 7.21 shows the index ζ as a function of the fluid properties. Due to the opposite
trend of the glitch height and the pump speed, fluids with medium viscosity gave the
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lowest ζ values, which can be more clearly seen in Fig. 7.22.
Figure 7.21: Index ζ as a function of fluid properties.
Since bulk modulus is not playing a significant role, the following analysis will focus
on the fluid viscosity. Fig. 7.22 shows the ζ dependency on the fluid viscosity. It also
maps the viscosity of the existing fluids in SimHydraulics library onto this curve. From
this result, brake fluids and several aviation fluids give the lowest ζ value. Since aviation
fluids are expensive, brake fluids are preferred for the HAFO application.
Back to the position tracking results shown in Fig. 7.13, the reason for the glitch is
mineral oil was used in the simulation. Mineral oil has a viscosity that is equivalent to
fluid ISO VG 32 in Fig. 7.22, which has a high ζ value.
Position tracking results using DOT 3 brake fluid and 50W oil are shown in Fig.
7.23 and Fig. 7.24. These results emphasize the importance of the fluid.
7.4 Cable Slackness
To confirm the cable slackness, 1 meter long, 4 mm diameter hoses and DOT 3 brake fluid
were fed into the simulation model. With these desired parameter settings, the cable
displacements were recorded in Fig. 7.25. Positive cable displacement means the cable
is in compression. Since the cable is flexible, it cannot be subject to compression force.
So positive displacement means the cable is slack. Conversely, negative displacement
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Figure 7.22: Index ζ as a function of hydraulic fluids in SimHydraulics library
Figure 7.23: Position tracking result with DOT 3 brake fluid.
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Figure 7.24: Position tracking result with 50W oil.
indicates tension in cable. This data confirms that the cable slackness does happen
during the walking cycle.
Figure 7.25: The cable displacements during HAFO operation.
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Chapter 8
Design Guidelines for Small Scale
Hydraulic Systems
To design small-scale hydraulic systems with desired performance, the analysis methods
developed in this thesis have resulted in a set of design guidelines at the system and
component levels.
8.1 Run at High Pressure
As shown in Fig. 2.20, high operating pressure is needed for small-scale hydraulic
systems to weigh lighter than equivalent electro-mechanical systems. The pressure that
is needed depends on the application requirements such as the output power, the stroke
length and the transmission line length. The general rule is the smaller the system
output power, the higher the pressure. As shown in Fig. 2.20, a 100 W electromechanical
system is predicted to weigh 428 g while a 100 W hydraulic system running at 69 bar
(1000 psi) is predicted to weigh 63 g, about seven times lighter.
Another reason for operating at high pressure is the component efficiency increases
with higher pressure. As shown in Fig. 4.5, at 3 bar (50 psi), the O-ring efficiency is
as low as 30%, but at 21 bar (300 psi), the efficiency goes up to 70%. The rationale
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behind this is the pressure force increases at a faster rate than the friction force.
From the system perspective the operating pressure should not go too high. As
shown in Fig. 6.12, 140 bar (2000 psi) gives the lightest HAFO system weight, while 70
bar (1000 psi) and 210 bar (3000 psi) yield heavier weight than 140 bar (2000 psi). This
is primarily driven by the fact that thicker containing walls and more powerful prime
movers are needed for high operating pressures. Base on these facts, 140 bar (2000 psi)
was chosen for the HAFO system.
8.2 Small but not too Small
To make the system compact and portable, it is desired to use small components, but
the component efficiency degrades as the components become smaller. The efficiency
scaling law for hydraulic components is a nonlinear function of the component size. At
large-scale, the efficiency changes slowly, while at small-scale it changes more drastically.
There are some critical thresholds that designers should not exceed to avoid getting
detrimental efficiencies.
The efficiency modeling results for small-scale hydraulic cylinders are shown in Fig.
3.7. For cylinders with 4 mm bore size, the efficiency is above 95%, but for cylinders
with 1 mm bore size, the efficiency drops down to 88%. Similar scaling laws apply
to small-scale hydraulic pumps, as shown in Fig. 5.8. For pumps with 0.4 cc/rev
displacement, the efficiency is over 70%, but the efficiency drops down to 50% for a 0.2
cc/rev displacement. Lastly the hydraulic hoses obey the same scaling law. As shown
in Fig. 7.18, hoses with diameter smaller than 4 mm will cause excessive pressure drop,
thus smaller hose efficiency.
To maintain a reasonable system efficiency, the component should be sized as large
as possible in a given design space. In case maximizing the component size (in the given
design space) still cannot fulfill the efficiency requirement, new designs with different
component configurations become necessary. Take a hydraulic cylinder for example, by
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replacing the rubber piston seal with properly designed clearance gap seals, the overall
efficiency can be improved, as shown in Chapter 3.
8.3 Efficiency Influences Weight
Both efficiency and weight affect the system power density, but for small-scale hydraulic
systems, efficiency significantly affects system weight. As shown in Fig. 6.3, vane pump
driven HAFO systems weigh more than piston pump driven HAFO systems, for all
configurations. This is because the vane pump efficiency is lower than piston pump,
which requires larger prime mover and batteries.
Another example is also from the HAFO design case study. As shown in Fig. 6.12,
gear ratio 1 - no gear in between the pump and the DC motor - gives the lightest overall
system weight compared to higher gear ratios. This is because the inefficiencies from
the higher gear ratio requires a larger battery, which is more than the weight reduction
from the electric motor.
8.4 Design Process Chart
It is recommended to follow the flow chart shown in Fig. 8.1 when designing a small-
scale hydraulic systems. The same process has been applied and demonstrated in the
HAFO design example, as detailed in Chapter 6 and 7.
Step 1: Identify the application requirements and justify the usage of small-
scale hydraulics. The application requirements that need to be identified include the
output power, the stroke length, the transmission line length and the power on hours.
These parameters define the component size for a given set of operating conditions.
Before the detailed design of the system, the usage of small-scale hydraulics needs to
be justified. The general rule is for applications where the actuator weight matters the
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most, small-scale hydraulics should be used. For applications where the overall system
weight matters the most, electro-mechanical systems works better.
Step 2: Determine the system configuration and packaging option. On suc-
cess of justifying the usage of hydraulics, the next step is to determine the system
configuration. The designer needed to decide which type of pumps and actuators to
use. Similar system level analysis as shown in Chapter 6 should be carried out to eval-
uate each configuration. Additional constraints such as the available packaging space
should be taken into account when deciding the final configuration. After configuration,
different packaging options should be evaluated. The key question to address is where
to place the power unit, at the actuation point or not? The answer to this question
determines the length of the hose, which is needed for subsequent dynamic simulation.
Step 3: Define the design space, generate the design map and identify the
component size. For a electro-hydraulic system, the design space is defined by the
range of the operating pressure, the pump shaft speed and the gear ratio. Previous de-
sign guidelines presented in Section 8.1 and 8.3 suggest high pressure and low gear ratio.
Practical considerations such as cavitation constraints the shaft speed range. With the
design space defined, the design map can be generated, which can be used to identify
the optimal operating conditions and the component dimensions. The accomplishment
of this step signifies the end of the static analysis.
Step 4: Execute dynamic simulations and build prototype. Before prototyp-
ing, the dynamic behavior of the system needs to be simulated to guide the detailed
design of the hydraulic circuits, the hose dimensions and the hydraulic fluid. This can
be achieved by feeding the operating conditions and the component dimensions to a dy-
namic simulation model. The accomplishment of this step signifies the end of the design
steps, but to validate the paper design, prototypes should be built and evaluated.
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Figure 8.1: Design process chart for small-scale hydraulic systems.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
9.1 Limitations
While the work presented in this thesis can be used to design small-scale hydraulic
systems, there are limitations that must be addressed in future work.
The power density analysis covered in Chapter 2 only considered the actuation
sub-system. Though Chapter 6 demonstrated the benefit of hydraulics from the overall
system perspective, it is constrained to the ankle-foot-orthosis application. Additionally,
it was assumed that the actuation sub-system can be separated from the power unit.
For an application where the power unit and the actuators have to co-locate, electro-
mechanical systems should be considered. It would be useful to carry out power density
comparison at an overall system level, and cover a wide range of output power, stroke
lengths and transmission line lengths. This would justify or reject the usage of hydraulics
for applications where the power unit and the actuation sub-system cannot be separated.
To simplify the analysis, this thesis only considered O-ring seals. For the same
reason, all pressure and flow controls were shifted to the electric motor. The flow rate
was controlled by regulating the electric motor speed, and the pressure was controlled
by turning the electric motor on and off. To make the analysis more universal and
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applicable to more design scenarios, it is necessary to model and validate the efficiency
of other polymer seals, such as lip seals, and the efficiency and weight of hydraulic
control valves. Accumulators should also be modeled and considered as an opportunity
to further downsize the system and to increase the system power density. Though
the accumulator and its associated valves add weight to the system, it downsizes other
components. This is especially true for applications that have a peak power requirement
and are cyclic in nature.
Model validation wise, it is recommended to validate the pump sensitivity charts
(Fig. 5.4, 5.9, and 5.10) using prototyping testings. Also, it would be worthwhile to
measure the overall system dynamic efficiency, and compare with the prediction from
the dynamic simulation models. Additionally, the feasibility of the theoretical weight
model of the hydraulic cylinders should be validated, especially at small-scale range. It
is expected to reveal light weight component design opportunities by validating these
weight models.
Another limitation is the HAFO weight analysis was done for steady state. Consid-
ering the cyclic nature of the application, the fatigue yield strength and a larger safety
factor should be used to refine the analysis. This will result in heavier system weight
than the original steady state analysis.
Lastly, the scope of this work is to analyze small-scale hydraulic system whose output
power is in between 10 W and 100 W, so the benefit beyond this power range remains
as a question. The first principle models developed in this thesis should work for any
macro-scale power range, since they are all governed by continuum equations, but for
those models that were derived from the catalog data, they are only applicable to the
specific power range, and may not be extrapolated for different power regime.
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9.2 Contributions
• Understood by using a system level analysis how the efficiency and weight of hy-
draulic components and systems scale in small-scale range. Analytical efficiency
and weight models were developed for key hydraulic components including hy-
draulic cylinders, hoses and pumps. Empirical efficiency and weight models were
developed for small-scale electro-mechanical components including gear heads,
electric motors, wires and batteries.
• Designed, built and tested small-scale hydraulic components and systems to vali-
date the models.
• Demonstrated the significance of the models by benchmarking a hydraulic ankle-
foot-orthosis (HAFO) system. In the HAFO design example, these models enabled
the identification of the optimal pump operating conditions and the sizing of the
major functional components. They also enabled the hydraulic circuit design, the
hose dimension optimization and the optimal fluid identification,
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Appendix
Details for the HAFO Simulation Model
The HAFO Simulink simulation model is shown in Fig. 9.1. The hydraulic components
are highlighted in yellow color, and the inputs to the simulation model in red color. The
raw data for the desired ankle position profile and the ankle resistive force profile was
imported from [3]. To model the weight and the damping of the cylinders and the ankle
joint, mass and damper blocks were used in the model. To study the impact of the fluid
viscosity and bulk modulus in a generic range, a custom hydraulic fluid block was used.
Model for the Flexible Rod
The flexible cables sitting in between the PF and DF cylinders were modeled using a
custom SimScape block. The SimScape script is shown in Fig. 9.2. The governing
equations for the flexible rod are
F =
 k · x if x <= 00 if x > 0 (9.1)
where x is the cable displacement, defined as the displacement difference between node
R and C. Negative x means the cable in tension, and positive x indicates the cable
in compression. When in tension, its governing equation is the same as that for a
mechanical spring. When in compression, the cable will be slack, and cannot be subject
to compression force.
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Figure 9.1: SimHydraulics model for the HAFO system.
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Figure 9.2: SimScape script for the customized cable rod.
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